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Chapter I
Introduction, Goals, History, and Camp Meyers Spring
Introduction
Camp Meyers Spring (41TE9) is located in southwest Texas, in Terrell County
(Figure 1). Situated in the southeast section of the county, the environment of the site is
typical of southwest Texas. Soils are dry and rocky, and local vegetation consists of
various cacti and desert grasses. In 1978, 41TE9 was entered into the National Register of
Historic Places (NHRP). Although the site has both historic and prehistoric components,
the historic occupation has typically received the most attention. The historic component
consists largely of a military outpost known by many names, including Camp (or
Subpost) Meyers Spring, Painted Rock Spring, and erroneously as Fort Meyers Spring.
This outpost was placed on a nearly level mesa due to the availability of a nearby water
source. The water source is a spring from which the site derived its name. Called Meyers
Spring, the water source is located north of the campsite in a canyon that deeply cuts
through the landscape.
The site was not a fort, but rather a part of a system of military outposts
established during the late nineteenth century as a means of protecting the western Texas
frontier and its settlers from bandits and Indian raids. Perhaps of most historical
significance, however, is the fact that the site was once occupied by the Black Seminole
Indian Scouts, under the leadership of Lt. John L. Bullis, himself an important personality
in US military history. Bullis and his scouts were responsible for conducting campaigns
1	
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along the frontier that were a part of a larger effort to pacify and develop the west. In
addition to the military components, 41TE9 also contains other historic components
including the remains of a house, historic graffiti, and a ranching corral.

	
  
Figure	
  1	
  Location	
  of	
  Meyers	
  Spring	
  (Walter	
  and	
  Johnson	
  2010).

The current research at the site began after the Rock Art Foundation (RAF) and
the landowner of the site, at the time, Rex Dacus, contacted Texas Tech University’s
department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work in 2007 with the opportunity to
study 41TE9. The RAF was seeking to protect the site, and wanted the nature and
condition of the site documented. The project area consisted of a 600-acre parcel of
Dacus’ larger ranch. Using student volunteers from Texas Tech University, fieldwork
was conducted from Fall 2007 and completed early 2009. Two graduate students would
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use this opportunity to develop their respective theses projects, one focusing on the
prehistoric resources, the other the historic resources. For my thesis research, I examined
the historic component of the site, with the main focus on the military components at
41TE9, including features and remains of the outpost. Kevin Stone (2009) was selected to
examine the prehistoric nature of the site for his master’s thesis.
Prior to my investigations, there were at least two studies conducted at Camp
Meyers, during which site maps were generated. The earliest of these maps was created
by McClurken in 1966 (Figure 2), the other by Marsha Jackson in 1971 (Figure 3) (THC
site files). The previous research at Camp Meyers is limited. Beyond the creation of
these two maps, and a brief description of the site itself on the NRHP form, no formal
survey, either historical or archaeological was conducted.
Goals
The purpose of my thesis research is to document the condition of the historic
components in the project area and to expand and build upon past investigations in order
to present a fuller picture of an important Texas military outpost. In order to accomplish
these objectives, three goals were established for the investigations. The first goal was to
relocate the features from McClurken’s and Jackson’s maps and to generate a new map of
the area showing the location and extent of the existing features. The next goal was to
document and record through drawing, photographing, and mapping all of these features
in addition to any other architectural ruins or cultural features visible on the surface.
From this data, a new map was then created and compared with earlier maps in order to
determine the rate of deterioration experienced at the site since 1966 when the first
3	
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known map of the site was created. Finally, the last goal was to combine the data
recovered from the field investigations and archival research in order to understand the
physical layout of the site and to reconstruct a picture of daily life for the Black Seminole
Soldiers stationed here.

Figure	
  2	
  Site	
  map	
  of	
  outpost	
  by	
  McClurken	
  in	
  1966	
  (THC	
  Site	
  Files).
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Figure	
  3	
  Site	
  map	
  by	
  Marsha	
  Jackson	
  in	
  1971	
  (THC	
  Site	
  Files).
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Although the site of Camp Meyers Spring was the main focus of the research, an
assessment of all the historical cultural resources within the project area was also
completed. In addition to the military outpost, remnants of a stone structure, a stone
quarry, two dams, a reservoir, a corral, and paddock, and historic graffiti at the
pictograph shelter were also investigated, and a study was conducted at a pictograph
shelter near the campsite. Discussion of the fieldwork results can be found in Chapter 3.
An analysis of the artifacts collected from the site was conducted in order to
establish a time period of historic activity as reflected in the archaeological record. The
focus of the analysis is on diagnostic materials and research, which can give insight into
the daily life on the frontier. These results are discussed in Chapter 4.
History
In order to properly understand the function and purpose of this military site, it is
imperative to understand what was occurring in Texas during the latter half of the
nineteenth century. At the end of the Civil War, the U.S. government could now direct its
attention to two important tasks: (1) the reconstruction of the South, and (2) expansion
into the Western frontier. In 1866, President Andrew Johnson endorsed an act that would
increase the size of the army significantly. This increase brought the number of cavalry
from six units to 10, and from 19 to 45 infantry regiments, and also included the
provision of enlisting 1,000 Indian scouts, who were to be employed as an “irregular
force” and recruited as needed (Tate 2007; Utley 1973). It was determined that one-third
of these troops would be employed with southern reconstruction, but the vast majority of
the army would be sent westward to occupy the frontier (Tate 2007).
6	
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With rapid westward expansion, the Army viewed their main responsibility as
two-fold. First, they must protect settlers from Indian raids, and second, they must protect
peaceful Indians from illegal actions conducted by white people (Tate 2007). To add to
the difficulty of balancing these orders, the military had to develop new tactics and
combat maneuvers against a new and very mobile opponent. At first, the military
occupation of west Texas proved inadequate as they attempted to solve the issue from a
defensive standpoint (Richardson et al. 2005). After the quick realization that posts were
too far apart to provide any efficient means of defense, a new strategy was developed.
With these new strategies came many advances in military sciences in the late
nineteenth century, though these advances developed via trial and error. Initially, the
post-Civil War army used strategies with roots in conventional European warfare. This
meant that US officers preferred situations and engagements that relied more on
outnumbering and outmaneuvering their opponent. Such notions, however, quickly
proved useless when faced with unconventional opponents. Native Americans of the west
were highly mobile and had greater knowledge of the terrain than the American military,
and had no issues with abandoning temporary settlements and rebuilding elsewhere (Tate
2007).
In order to approach the problem of fighting a fast-moving opponent, the U.S.
military focused more on using cavalry units for short skirmishes and pursuits, while the
infantry was used for purely defensive purposes (Tate 2007). The Indian Wars were
fought from a mobile offensive position, with the orders to pursue and follow spotted
Indian parties or trails. To aide with this endeavor, temporary camps were established to
7	
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enable quick movement and deploying of troops. These camps, also known as sub-posts
or outposts, allowed for rapid courier communication, which meant faster reports on
Indian sightings, upon which commanding officers were required to act upon (Brown, et
al. 1998). These now forgotten camps provided a valuable service in solving the problem
of distance and troop accessibility (Everman 1978). Not only were these installations to
serve logistically for the military, they were also attempts to intimidate their enemies. As
General Ord, commander of the Department of Texas from 1875-1881, stated,
“…[B]uilding posts in their country…demoralizes them more than anything else except
money and whiskey.” (Utley 1973:46)
While the U.S. military sought to control and contain violence in southwestern
territories, civil unrest and weak presidential leadership in Mexico during the 1870s saw
an increase in Indian attacks along the Rio Grande by Kickapoos and Lipan Apaches
(Gomez 1985). Many Native Americans would use Mexico as a refuge from pursuing
soldiers. Though crossing the border could lead to confrontation with Mexico, many
commanding officers crossed the Rio Grande into Mexican territory, using “hot pursuit”
as their justification (Utley 1973:350).
In 1873, Col. Ranald Mackenzie was stationed at Fort Clark with the 4th Cavalry,
with orders form General Sheridan to establish a “campaign of annihilation, obliteration
and complete destruction.” (Utley 1973: 345) In May of that year, Mackenzie received
word from spies of the location of a Kickapoos camp in Remolino, Mexico. With 400
men, including Bullis and his scouts, Mackenzie crossed the border, and on May 18
destroyed the camp, resulting in 19 deaths and 40 captured women, children and elderly
8	
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men. Though the Battle of Remolino was by no means a tremendous military victory, it
did result in Kickapoo leaders entering into serious talks with the US government about
relocation to Indian Territory (Utley 1973). It also established the precedent of sending
forces directly to Indian camps and villages in Mexico.
In the time period of 1866-1881, the US military saw 143 military actions in
Texas, which consisted of full combat situations, skirmishes and pursuits (Smith 2000).
Pursuits were the most common form of action, making 43% of all Texas military
operations. This means that commanding officers had to wait until they received word of
nearby Indian raids. A patrol would then be sent to pick up a trail, which the company
would then follow until they found the party or abandoned the chase. Though this was the
most common form of operation, it does not mean that military units were sitting at
camp, passively waiting for conflict. Instead, security and scouting patrol would routinely
investigate likely areas, such as trails, streams, or water holes, where Native Americans
may visit. The outpost or nearby fort would therefore serve as a base of the patrol, where
gathered intelligence was returned. The result of the patrol could then lead to a pursuit
(Smith 2000).
The end of the Indian Wars in Texas is believed by some to be in 1880 with the
defeat of Victorio. Victorio, leader of the Warm Spring Apaches, had conducted raids
since 1877. In the fall of 1880, the 9th and 10th Cavalry and Seminole Scouts from Fort
Clark allied with Mexican troops to capture him, and on October 15, he was killed by
Mexican troops, thus ending the last serious threat from hostile Indians in the TransPecos Area (Gomez 1985). Though the threat of hostile Indian attacks declined during the
9	
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1880’s in west Texas, the military continued its presence there in order to police the area
from threats from Mexican and Anglo bandits.
In 1887, Lt. Cunningham, commander of the camp at Neville Spring gave a report
stating that in the Big Bend Area there were no Indian sightings, and that the most
important watering holes had been covered by “cow-men camps”, signifying the increase
in cattle raising and ranching in the region (Gomez 1985:139-142). With the decrease in
Indian raids, and the US military as a protective force, beef speculators saw an
opportunity to increase their business. This growth was further accelerated with the
improvements of railroad transportation in the early 1880’s. Railroads not only
symbolized the growth and prosperity of the area, but also provided a faster and cheaper
means of transportation (Richardson et al. 2005).
With the removal of Native Americans from the frontier, and the development
and growth of the cattle industry in Texas, the Indian campaigns in Texas came to and
end. Gradually, frontier outposts and camps were abandoned as soldiers were reassigned
to new areas and the frontier disappeared by 1890 (Richardson et al. 2005). The military
could leave the Rio Grande behind and focus its efforts on the Spanish American War.
As stated earlier, the most well-known unit garrisoned at the site was the Black
Seminole Indian Scouts. The origins of the Black Seminole Indians begin in Florida
during the eighteenth century. Slaves in the British and Spanish colonies would flee their
masters and seek asylum with many native tribes. Most often the slaves were runaways
from South Carolina and Georgia heading south into Spanish Florida (Bateman 1990).
Once there, they sought the aid of the Seminole and Creek tribes in the area. For the
10	
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Seminoles, the former slaves proved a useful ally due to their ability to speak English,
and their knowledge of money, horses and agriculture. For the ex-slaves, the Seminoles
provided freedom and protection, as well as a chance to establish their own villages and
own property (Porter 1951).
After the Second Seminole War, the US changed its policy regarding native
populations, and established reservations where a number of Indian tribes were suppose
to relocate. The Seminoles were forced from Florida to a reservation in Oklahoma.
During this time, a group of people identified as “Seminole Negroes” were observed as
leaving with the Seminole tribe. These individuals appeared African but were similar in
dress, manner, and had fought alongside the tribe during the second war (Bateman
1990:6).
Unfortunately, the land the Seminoles were relocated to was near the territory of
Creek Indians, who owned slaves. The result was raids upon the Black Seminole homes
and the capturing of Black Seminoles. In 1850, in order to seek safety from the slave
hunters, a group of Seminoles and Black Seminoles left for Mexico under the leadership
of Gopher John and Wildcat (Bateman 1990). This group had received a land grant in
northern Mexico in exchange for their assistance against “wild Indians”.
Though they experienced relative peace in their new home, a number of nearby
Mexican groups pressured their removal from the area in the late 1850s. Several fullblooded Seminoles returned to the U.S. reservation, while many of the Black Seminoles
remained in their village of Nacimiento de los Negros in Coahuila (Bateman 1990). The
political instability in the region continued into the 1860s and safety along the frontier
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border had greatly deteriorated due to massive military destabilization by both the U.S.
and Mexico, marking an increase in Native hostilities (Britten 1999).
In 1869, Congress appropriated funds to be used for the return of native tribes
living in Mexico to the United States (Britten 1999). A year later, Major Bliss met with
John Kibbetts, a leader of the Black Seminoles, at Ft. Duncan. It was implied that the
Seminoles in U.S. Indian Territory were looking forward to the return of the Black
Seminoles, and they wished to enter talks regarding their removal from Mexico (Britten
1999).
On September 29, 1870, the War Department informed the Secretary of Treasury
of their intent to enlist a number of “Seminole Negro Indians” as scouts upon their return
to U.S. soil, for the purpose of “employing them as trailers against marauding bands of
Kickapoos [domiciled] in Mexico, who ravage the Texan border and to afford them some
means of support till provision can be made for them by the Indian Bureau or by
Congress.” (National Army Archives). Many Black Seminoles later contended that the
original agreement promised that they would be given their own tract of land after
service, where they could live permanently, however no documentation of this agreement
exists (Britten 1999).
Upon their first arrival to Ft. Duncan under John Kibbetts’ leadership in August of
1870, Major Bliss enrolled seven men as scouts, and reached his quota of 20 scouts
within months. The men were paid the same rate as cavalry soldiers (about $13 a month)
and Kibbetts received the equivalent of a sergeant’s pay (Britten 1999 and National Army
12	
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Archives). Over time, as more Black Seminoles were removed from Mexico, the number
of scouts employed continued to increase.
Because the Black Seminoles were already familiar with scouting and the Rio
Grande area, many US officers felt that they would prove valuable in patrolling the area.
During the nineteenth century the Rio Grande and West Texas frontier was often targeted
by unemployed civil war veterans, bandits, and raiding Native American tribes. Their
first official station was at Ft. Duncan, but due to over crowding at the post, a number of
Black Seminole scouts and their families were transferred to Ft. Clark in the fall of 1872.
Over time, about 200-300 Black Seminoles lived along Las Moras Creek, having built a
series of irrigation ditches, dams, and mud-brick houses keeping to “Indian fashion”
(Britten 1999:73). By 1877 all Black Seminoles had been transferred from Ft. Duncan
(Porter 1996).
In 1873, the combat era of the scouts began. In March of 1873, majority of the
scouts were assigned to Lt. John Bullis’ command from Ft. Clark. Eventually, Bullis
would command all of the Black Seminole scouts, with the number of men he
commanded being no more than fifty (Porter 1996). Under Bullis’ command, the scouts
participated in a number of campaigns into Mexico following Col. MacKenzie’s orders to
pursue hostile Indians and bandits into foreign territory. It was an attempt to save Bullis’
life that resulted in three scouts receiving the Congressional Medal of Honor. On April
25, 1875, Privates Pompey Factor and Issac Payne and Trumpeter John Ward rescued Lt.
Bullis after he fell from his horse during a charge against 25 hostiles while scouting the
Pecos River (Committee on Veterans’ Affairs 1979). A fourth scout, Private Adam
13	
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Payne, was also rewarded with this medal for his service under Col. MacKenzie during
an engagement with the 4th US Calvary on October 13, 1875.
Bullis’ command of the scouts is particularly memorable because of the interest
and active role he took in the scouts’ lives. He fostered a large amount of trust amongst
his men and the Black Seminoles living in Las Moras. He performed marriage
ceremonies, and took time to visit every newborn child in the Seminole Camp. To the
men, Bullis was more of a war chief than an officer, and treated the scouts as a
patriarchal family than a military troop (Schubert 1997).
Despite having a good relationship with their commanding officer, the scouts and
their families faced hostility from civilians in Ft. Clark and Bracketville. In April of
1876, Bracketville whites filed a petition for the removal of the scouts and their families,
stating that they were illegally on private property and out of control (Schubert 1997).
This tension continued to increase, and brought about a deadly confrontation. On May 19,
1876, unknown assailants shot Black Seminoles John Horse (aka Juan Caballo) and
former scout Titus Payne. Following this incident, on May 25, 1876, Colonel Griggs
issued a letter from Ft. Clark to the Department of Texas, stating that the Black
Seminoles were not being amply provided for, nor had they been moved from their
current location, and that attitudes between the scouts and the Anglo settlers were getting
worse (National Army Archives).
With this increase in social tensions, a number of scouts ended their service in
1880, and decided not to re-enlist. Bullis left command of the scouts in 1881, where 2nd
Lt. Frank Jones assumed command. A year later, command of the scouts was then given
14	
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to Lt. Francis French (National Army Archives). Though these commanding officers
spoke well on the behalf of the Seminole Scouts, Bullis’ successors were never able to
build the same amount of trust and friendship among the Black Seminole Community
(Porter 1996).
In August of 1883, the War Department issued a letter to the Secretary of the
Interior, stating that there was no more need for the scouts and that their services would
no longer be needed by the end of the fiscal year. In 1884, 2nd Lt. Edward Ives (then
commander of the scouts) requested that the scouts be dismissed gradually, in order that
they could build up provisions for themselves. Otherwise, the scouts and their families
would be destitute (National Army Archives). That year, the number of scouts was
greatly reduced to no more than twenty (Porter 1996).
The remaining Black Seminole scouts continued their service as scouts and guides
for prospectors in South West Texas, and were transferred to Ft. Ringgold in 1892
(National Army Archives). The unit was officially disbanded on July 10, 1914 (Porter
1996). The Black Seminoles that did not re-enlist petitioned the U.S. government to move
them to Indian Territory, as per their agreement. However, no documentation of such an
agreement existed. In addition to this, leaders of the Seminole tribes in Indian Territory
refused to acknowledge the Black Seminoles as distant kinsmen. In fact, Chief Jumper of
the Seminole nation stated that the people petitioning to them were of “doubtful identity”
and did not fall under any benefits the Seminole nation receives from current treaties. He
further states that the Black Seminoles abandoned the tribe prior to treaties being signed,
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and that the Black Seminoles are known outlaws and undesirables (National Army
Archives).
Many of the Black Seminoles, having no support from the US government or
from the Seminole nation, remained in what is now modern day Bracketville. Because of
the scouts’ involvement in southwest Texas during the 19th century, American settlers
were able to move west and develop the region. Despite poor treatment from both Anglo
and in some instances, Native American groups, and improper provisions from the
government, the scouts’ service as guides and de-facto border patrol proved to be a
valuable service and strength in pacifying the frontier.
Camp Meyers
Located approximately 10 miles northeast of modern day Dryden, Texas, the
campsite is situated on top of a mesa near Meyers Canyon (Figure 4). This property was
originally owned by the Texas Western Narrow Gauge Railroad Company (TWNG),
though they did not own it for long. In August of 1877, the railroad transferred the title to
John Bullis (correspondence Solveig Turpin to Joe Opperman, August 11, 1986, THC
site files). First referred to as Painted Rock Spring, the property was initially surveyed in
1878 for the TWNG Railroad (Survey No. 335, General Land Office of Texas, Files
26540), and also in the following year for Bullis. In 1884, the land was leased to the
Pecos Land and Cattle Company, owned by Mr. Lugee of Attleboro, Massachusetts
(Terrell County Heritage Commission 1978). Bullis continued to own the land up until
the turn of the century, and perhaps may of stayed there upon retirement. In 1927, the
property was purchased by Oscar Bendele from Cliff Belcher of Del Rio (Terrell County
16	
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Heritage Commission 1978). In 1945 a survey was conducted for him (THC site files).
Oscar’s daughter, Ruth Bendele, inherited the land in 1965 when her father passed away.
At the time of field investigations, the landowner was Rex Daccus, though recently sold
the property in 2010.

	
  
Figure	
  4	
  Project	
  area	
  map	
  (Walter	
  and	
  Johnson	
  2010)

Three military maps from the Crimmins Collection housed at the Dolph Briscoe
Center for American History depict the location of various forts, camps, and outposts in
the Trans-Pecos area. None of the maps, however, depict the location of the camp itself,
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but they do show the change in the site’s name. The earliest map (Figure 5), from 18711875, shows the area of Meyers Spring, but with no name. The second map (Figure 6),

	
  

	
  

Figure	
  5	
  Selection	
  from	
  1871-1875	
  map	
  showing	
  placement	
  of	
  Fort	
  Clark	
  and	
  Camp	
  Hudson,	
  
but	
  not	
  Camp	
  Meyers	
  Spring	
  (Crimmins	
  Colection,	
  Dolph	
  Briscoe	
  Center	
  for	
  American	
  
History).	
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Figure	
  6	
  1880	
  maps	
  segment	
  showing	
  "Mayers"	
  Spring	
  in	
  upper	
  left	
  corner	
  (Crimmins	
  
Collection,	
  Dolph	
  Briscoe	
  Center	
  for	
  American	
  History).	
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Figure	
  7	
  1881	
  Map	
  selection	
  showing	
  "Painted	
  Rock	
  Spring	
  (Meyers)"	
  (Dolph	
  Briscoe	
  Center	
  for	
  American	
  
History).	
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from 1880, refers to the spring as Mayers Spring Painted Rock Canyon, and the third map
(Figure 7), dated 1881, depicts the area as Painted Rock Spring (Meyers).
Though the exact date of establishment for the camp has not been determined yet,
archival research has provided some insight. Bullis was in command of the Black
Seminole Scouts from 1873 until 1881. In correspondence to Lt. H. A. Green of the 20th
Infantry from Bullis in 1879, he writes about finding a route for a future wagon road from
“Painted Rock, or Meyers Spring” to Pena Negro (Fort Clark Files, Dolph Briscoe Center
for American History). The Scouts and Bullis operated out of Fort Clark, near
Bracketville, and were ordered to interrupt the use of the Commanche Trail. In order to
move more efficiently in the area, Bullis established a road from Meyers Spring to the
Pecos, and to Camp Peña Colorado near modern day Marathon (THC site files). Jackson
(THC site files) suggests that a combination of increasing mistrust from Anglo settlers in
the region, as well as an increasing need for scouting may of facilitated the need for the
scouts to establish an outpost nearby, between 1877 and 1879. This mistrust has been
documented before. For example, in 1876 white civilians living in Brackettville
petitioned for the removal of the Seminole scouts and their families from the Fort Clark
area.	
  	
  In particular, they complained that the Black Seminoles were squatting on private
land and described them as an impoverished people who preyed on the white community
(Schubert 1997:37). Although the Army officers supported the scouts and recognized the
false nature of these claims (Schubert 1997), tensions continued to mount and possibly
resulted in the relocation of the troops to other places including Camp Meyers.
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Chapter II
Methods
This site has both prehistoric and historic components, and the historic component
(mainly the military outpost located there) is the focus of my thesis research. The site was
previously examined by McClurken in 1966 and Marsha Jackson in 1971 who produced
site maps showing the location of major features and the area surveyed by them (THC
site files). These maps were used frequently during my investigations, and helped
determine how much of the project area should be surveyed.
Work began with a pedestrian survey in order to relocate historical features as
well as locate diagnostic artifacts on the surface at the campsite. McClurken’s site map
indicated which areas he covered (mainly the area directly surrounding the campsite) and
also indicated segments immediately north and south of the campsite as being
unsurveyed. I decided to investigate the area explored by McClurken’s team, as well as
expand his northern and southern sections by 100 yards, thus including the unsurveyed
segments into my study. The survey covered about 2,330 square meters, or just over half
an acre. Consisting of both undergraduate and graduate volunteers from Texas Tech
University, four workers (including myself) were placed 10 meters apart from one
another and walked east-west transects, using the barbed wired fence on the western
portion of the project area as an identifiable boundary marker.
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After the features were relocated, shovel tests were conducted in each feature in
order to investigate the possibility of subsurface cultural materials. Test units were 30cm
x 30cm and were closed when the pit reached either bedrock or a depth where digging
proved too difficult to continue. Levels were excavated in 10cm increments, with all
cultural materials collected. Soil conditions were also recorded, including soil color
identification through use of a Munsell Soil Color Chart. Three additional shovel tests
were placed within the standing ruins of the site to investigate what type of foundation
there was, if any. Plan maps and photographs of the located features were generated, and
a Total Datum Station (TDS) was used to generate a more precise site map of visible
features.
The second purpose of the survey in this area was to locate diagnostic artifacts for
collection. While walking, volunteers marked the location of features and diagnostics
with flagging tape or pin flags. These artifacts were then collected, and a handheld GPS
unit was used to record the location of the collected artifacts as well as historic features.
Due to the fact that emphasis was on diagnostic or easily identifiable artifact, collection
of artifacts was not systematic. Using collected data from the GPS units, artifacts
collected were displayed on an aerial view of the site, and then divided into four
collections areas (Figure 8).
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Figure	
  8	
  Aerial	
  Map	
  showing	
  location	
  of	
  collected	
  artifacts	
  and	
  collection	
  areas	
  of	
  outpost.	
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Another pedestrian survey was conducted in the nearby canyon, where the Meyers
Spring rock shelter is located. Additional historic features were recorded here including
two dams, a reservoir, and a corral or paddock area. Moreover, this canyon is also where
limestone building materials were quarried for the construction of the campsite. The rock
sheltered was also decorated with prehistoric and historic pictographs, which contain
numerous pieces of graffiti; both scratched and carved into the surface. The graffiti and
historic features were documented and photographed for further study. Cultural materials
were collected as well, though far fewer than what was gathered at the campsite.
The collected artifacts were brought to Texas Tech University for analysis. After
the items were washed, they were sorted by type (i.e., metal, glass, ceramic, or lithic) and
were then weighed, measured and counted. This information was entered into an Excel
database, along with a brief description of the item(s). Each artifact was then placed in a
bag with an identifying tag designating the type of object, the people who collected it,
and the associated GPS data connected to the item. GIS images of the campsite and the
collected artifacts were then generated to show the collection areas and distribution of
collected objects.
To supplement the fieldwork of the site, archival research was also conducted.
Sources from the Texas Historical Commission (THC), the Texas Archeological
Research Laboratory (TARL), the Dolph Briscoe Center for American History at The
University of Texas at Austin (formerly known as the Center for American History), the
Fort Clark Guardhouse Museum, and the National Archives were useful for investigating
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the military units at the site, names of leaders and soldiers, and determine the type of
supplies available to the men stationed there.
Field notes, correspondences and other data were found at the site files housed at
TARL and THC. These documents helped generate a history of fieldwork conducted at
41TE9, as well as the NRHP report and information regarding land ownership over time
prior to Rex Dacus.
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Chapter III
Field Results
The area of Camp Meyers is approximately 23.3 hectares, and includes all of the
building features and two historic dumpsites on the eastern and northern slopes of the
mesa. Nine of the 16 features McClurken listed on his 1966 map were re-indentified
during the recent investigations. In addition, one newly discovered feature was
documented during the 2008 survey (labeled Feature X on Figure 9). For the sake of
consistency all features are labeled in this report in accordance with McClurken’s map
(using letters instead of numbers). One slight change, however, was made to the two
features originally labeled Feature “B”. To avoid confusion the two features were redesignated as Features “B1” and “B2” with B1 as the southernmost feature. Each feature
is described below. A discussion of the possible feature function follows.
Feature A
Feature A (Figures 10 and 11) represents the most visible feature at the site. The
structure is partially standing and consists of portions of all four walls and a chimney.
The structure measures 15 m x 8 m and is constructed from cut limestone blocks quarried
from the nearby canyon. The blocks were placed in double courses to build the walls,
which are about 50 cm thick. Located on the east wall is a doorway to the structure,
measuring about 1 meter wide. On the south side of the structure is an alcove that is
approximately 2.75 m x 3.25 m and the intact wall is about 2.2 m tall. Opposite the
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alcove, on the north wall, are the remnants of the structure’s chimney and fireplace. The
fireplace opening is arched and measures 1.5 m x 3.5 m and is preserved to a height of
3.8 m (including the chimney). The depth of the fireplace is 0.92 m and the remains of

Figure	
  9	
  TDS	
  Map	
  showing	
  relocated	
  features	
  and	
  new	
  features.
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were noted inside. The west wall of the feature is highly deteriorated, measuring 1.55
meters at its highest point towards the southeast corner of the structure. There were no
signs of a stone floor perhaps suggesting the presence of a dirt floor instead.
A total of four test units was placed in and around the feature. One 30-x 30-cm
shovel test was placed on the inside of Feature A near the doorway. The soil was a
consistent light brown, sandy loam throughout. At 14 cm below surface (cmbs),
limestone gravels appeared along with a projectile point, identified as a possible Val
Verde or Langtry. At 20 cmbs, the limestone gravels gave way to large limestone rocks,
and excavations were discontinued. For a list of shovel test depths and findings, see Table
1.

Figure	
  10	
  View	
  of	
  Feature	
  A.	
  Camera	
  is	
  facing	
  Northwest.	
  

	
  

Inside the alcove area, a shovel test was conducted in order to determine the
nature and extent of the building’s foundation. The 30 x 30 cm shovel test was expanded
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after large limestone fragments were uncovered at 17cmbs so that the possible stone
feature could be examined more closely. When completed, the unit was 62.5 cm x 42.5
cm in size at a depth of 40 cm below surface. The exposed wall foundations, which
extend about 10-15 cm below the current ground surface, revealed that the structure sits
on top of eroding limestone gravels and cobbles that directly overlay bedrock at 30 cmbs.
No footing stones were noted, which is not unexpected given the close proximity of
bedrock to the ground surface. Instead the building was constructed directly on top of the
bedrock eliminating the need for footing stones.
Table	
  1	
  Table	
  of	
  Shovel	
  Test	
  results	
  organized	
  by	
  feature.	
  

FEATURE	
  

DEPTH	
  OF	
  
COLLECTED	
  
MATERIAL	
  

Feature	
  A	
  

14	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  B1	
  

8	
  CM	
  BS	
  
	
  
	
  
16	
  CM	
  BS	
  
	
  

Feature	
  B2	
  

Feature	
  C	
  

SURFACE	
  
	
  
16	
  CM	
  BS	
  

CULTURAL	
  
MATERIAL	
  
Projectile	
  Point	
  
recovered	
  

COMMENTS	
  

Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
20cm.	
  
Small,	
  glass	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
fragment	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
Chert	
  Debitage	
  
21cm.	
  
	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  of	
  
16cm.	
  
2	
  pieces	
  green	
  
Soil	
  consistent	
  light	
  
glass	
  
brown,	
  sandy	
  loam.	
  
Brown	
  bottle	
  glass	
   Pit	
  depth	
  30cm.	
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Table	
  1	
  Shovel	
  Test	
  results	
  organized	
  by	
  feature	
  (continued).	
  

FEATURE	
  

DEPTH	
  OF	
  
COLLECTED	
  
MATERIAL	
  

	
  
Feature	
  D	
  

	
  
20	
  CM	
  BS	
  
	
  
24	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  E	
  

	
  

Feature	
  F1	
  

	
  

Feature	
  F2	
  

21	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  G1	
  

10	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  G2	
  

	
  

Feature	
  H1	
  

24	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  I	
  

	
  

Feature	
  J	
  

8	
  CM	
  BS	
  

Feature	
  X	
  

24	
  CM	
  BS	
  

CULTURAL	
  
MATERIAL	
  
	
  
Chert	
  Debitage	
  
	
  
Chert	
  Debitage	
  

COMMENTS	
  

	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
41cm.	
  
	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
18cm.	
  
	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
42cm.	
  
Historic	
  white	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
glaze	
  ceramic	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
fragment	
  (possible	
   loam	
  intermixed	
  with	
  
Ironstone)	
  
gravel.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
41cm.	
  
Brown	
  bottle	
  glass	
   Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
fragment	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
63cm.	
  
	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
medium	
  brown,	
  
sandy	
  loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
44cm.	
  
First	
  observation	
   Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
of	
  charcoal	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
fragments	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
50cm.	
  
	
  
Soil	
  was	
  a	
  consistent	
  
light	
  brown,	
  sandy	
  
loam.	
  Pit	
  depth	
  
40cm.	
  
	
  
Charcoal	
  was	
  
observed	
  
Bifacial,	
  chert	
  
Soil	
  consistent	
  light	
  
lithic	
  
brown,	
  sandy	
  loam.	
  
Pit	
  depth	
  50cm.	
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Figure	
  11	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  A.	
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Features B1 and B2
Features B1 and B2 are described on McClurken’s map as “Partial Wall and
Foundation, slab floor and raised corner hearth.” Feature B1 is located east of Feature A.
This feature is built from cut limestone blocks and is 4.7 m x 5.20 m with a doorway on
its east side measuring 1.25 m in width. The western wall represents the highest portion
of the structure at 48 cm above ground surface (Figure 12). Notably, wall fall and rubble
are found both inside and outside of the feature. Like Feature A, the walls of this
structure were also laid down in double courses of stone that measure approximately
50cm thick. Based on information from the McClurken map, a hearth may have been
present in the northwest corner of the structure, however, due to extensive wall fall in this
area no hearth was observed during the 2008 investigations.
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Figure	
  12	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  B1.

Only one shovel test was excavated inside Feature B1. The shovel test, placed in
the center of the structure was excavated to a depth of 21 cmbs before bedrock was
encountered. Cultural materials recovered from the unit include a fragment of glass found
in the upper 8cm and a single piece of chert debitage at 16 cmbs. Beginning at 10 cmbs,
large limestone gravels appeared throughout the test unit. The soil consisted of a dry,
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light brown, sandy loam interspersed with small roots and rootlets from surface
vegetation.
Feature B2 is located to the north of Features A and B1. The limestone structure is
4.5 m x 4.75 m, with an entranceway on its south wall that measures 50 cm in width
(Figure 13) The highest point of the structure is on the east wall and measures 39 cm
above the ground surface. Like the other structures, the walls of Feature B2 are
constructed from limestone blocks aligned in double courses. Also, there is a
considerably amount of wall fall and rubble inside the structure. As with Structure B1,
McClurken also noted the presence of a hearth inside this building however due to the
wall fall no hearth was observed. The wall fall also extends outside of the feature along
its northern and eastern walls, for a distance of approximately 3 m.
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Figure	
  13	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  B2.

No artifacts were recovered from the lone shovel test placed within the Feature
B2 structure. The amount of wall fall and vegetation limited the placement of shovel tests
inside the structure. As a result, wall fall was removed from the surface in order to
accommodate the placement and excavation of the shovel test. The shovel test reached a
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depth of 16 centimeters below surface before large pieces of cut limestone, possibly
representing the floor of the structure, were uncovered.
Feature C
Feature C represents the least preserved structure at the site. On McClurken’s
map, it is described as “partial corner hearth and foundation, slab floor” while Jackson’s
sketch map simply indicates a rough rectangular outline. The feature is located west of
Feature A and appears to have deteriorated even further since Jackson’s and McClurken’s
work at the site. For example, the existing rubble does not appear to have any
recognizable shape and is widely dispersed. The map of the feature was generated by
plotting the largest limestone blocks in that area (Figure 14). The feature extends in a
more or less east-west direction for about 17.5 m. On the western end of the feature are
four raised rubble piles surrounded by large amounts of vegetation.
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Figure	
  14	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  C.
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One test pit was also placed in the vicinity of Feature C. Two green glass
fragments (Figure 15) were found on the surface of the test unit and at 16 cm below
surface, one fragment of patinated glass was also uncovered. The glass shard is part of a
brown bottle with an embossed “A” on one side. At 20 cmbs, large limestone cobbles
began to appear and excavations were consequently discontinued at a depth of 30 cmbs.

	
  
Figure	
  15	
  Glass	
  fragments	
  collected	
  from	
  shovel	
  test	
  in	
  Feature	
  C.

Feature D
Located north of Feature A and south of Feature B2, McClurken described
Feature D as a “foundation outline, strewn with quarry debris possibly from bldg. A.”
Today, Feature D (Figure 16) consists mainly of rows of limestone rubble and
intermittently placed limestone blocks and is approximately 6 m x 7 m in size. The
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southeastern corner and southern wall of the feature is composed primarily of rubble, and
the rubble of the northern wall is overgrown with vegetation.
The Feature D shovel test reached a depth of 41 cmbs before bedrock was
encountered. At 20 cmbs, a piece of chert debitage was recovered and another piece was
collected at 24 cmbs. Large limestone cobbles began appearing at approximately 25 cmbs
and no additional cultural materials were found.
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Figure	
  16	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  D.
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Feature E
According to McClurken (THC site files), Feature E is a “circular foundation
outline, rock fall presumably from wall”. The feature is east of Feature B2 and measures
about 5 m x 7.75 m (Figure 17). The feature consists of limestone blocks and rubble of
various sizes, with a line of blocks forming a definitive western wall. At its highest point,
the rubble is approximately 50 cm above the modern ground surface. The direction of the
wall fall and rubble extends to the east in a curved line. The interior of the feature is
strewn with wall fall. The shovel test placed inside the feature was sterile and only
reached a depth of 18 cmbs before limestone cobbles appeared and excavation ceased.
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Figure	
  17	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  E.
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Features F1 and F2
These features are described as “’tent ring’ type foundations,” and F1’s “NE
corner has large tent stake in ground and partial slab floor” on McClurken’s map. The
features are located east of Features B2 and E, where F2 is in close proximity to the road
that runs parallel to the outpost in a north-south direction.
Feature F1 (Figure 18) is about 6 m x 6 m in size and consists of limestone blocks
in a roughly square formation. The southern and eastern walls appear to bow outwards,
possibly due to wall fall. The tent stake on the northern edge of the feature is still intact
and consists of a rusted iron spike. The shovel test yielded no cultural material and was
excavated to 42 cm before bedrock was reached.
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Figure	
  18	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  F1.
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Feature F2 is located near the north-south roadway on the property, and is
severely deteriorated. Essentially, all that remains is the northwest corner of the structure.
The feature is approximately 2.30 m x 1.25 m and is constructed from large, roughly cut
limestone blocks (Figure 19).

	
  
Figure	
  19	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  F2.

Despite the deteriorated condition of the feature, the shovel test conducted inside
did produce a single historic artifact. A white glazed ceramic fragment was uncovered at
21cmbs. The sherd most likely dates to the occupation of the fort, and is refined
earthenware with a white glaze. The sherd is possibly an ironstone fragment due to the
vitrified paste and color (Florida Museum of Natural History 2010). Bedrock was reached
at 41 cmbs and the shovel test was discontinued.
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Feature J
Feature J is located immediately west of Feature A and is described as “square
foundation, slab floor” by McClurken, and as a “Privy” on Jackson’s 1971 map. The
feature is about 5 m x 4.25 m in size, with a wide slab floor on the northern end of the
feature that measures 50 cm in width (Figure 20). The southwest corner is overgrown
with vegetation consisting of desert cactus and grasses. The feature is made from large,
hewn limestone blocks that are arranged in a small, square outline. The north end of the
feature has rubble extending beyond the original boundaries of the structure.
Although no artifacts were recovered from the Feature J shovel test, charcoal,
however, was found at 8 cmbs. The charcoal consisted of small fragments only and no
ashy deposits or evidence for a hearth were noted within the test unit.
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Figure	
  20	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  J.

Feature X
Feature X was discovered during the 2007 survey and does not appear on either
McClurken’s or Jackson’s map. The structure is south of Feature A in the southern area
marked “unsurveyed” on McClurken’s map.
This feature is made from cut limestone blocks and appears to be the remnants of
a square or rectangular structure. The remnants of the feature measure about 3.50 m x
2.25 m, and consist primarily of a line of limestone blocks running in a northeast
direction (Figure 21). The blocks are situated in a manner that suggest they once formed a
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double course wall similar to what is seen in Features A, B1 and B2. The area
surrounding Feature X is overgrown with desert vegetation, and in the center of the
feature is a noticeable raised area comprised of rocks and covered in vegetation.

	
  
Figure	
  21	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Feature	
  X.

The shovel test reached a depth of 50 cmbs, before bedrock was encountered.
However, at 24 cmbs, a chert biface was uncovered and collected. This was the only
artifact recovered from the shovel test.
Historic Dump Sites
McClurken’s survey uncovered dump east of the outpost where historic trash
accumulated. Today, the area is still littered with a number of historic military and
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domestic-related materials as well as aboriginal artifacts that may or may not date to the
prehistoric era. Among the historic artifacts are bottle glass and metal cans from the late
19th century that are contemporaneous with the occupation of the outpost as well as early
20th century materials such as a metal toy car dating to at least the 1930s.
The northern section of the site, an area not investigated by McClurken, was
surveyed in 2007. Large concentrations of historic artifacts were observed in this area as
well. Historic materials collected include Army-issued gun cartridges as well as a number
of tin cans and lids, glass fragments, and some historic ceramics. Notably, this
concentration of materials is located at a lower elevation than the mesa atop of which the
camp is situated. Likely, trash was deposited here because the location provided a
convenient place to dispose garbage away from living areas. A sample of diagnostic
artifacts was collected from both dump areas and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
Other Possible Features
There are five features on McClurken’s map that were not definitively located
during the pedestrian survey. An attempt was made to relocate the features, however
none of the five were identified with any certainty. The following section discusses the
results of the survey and shovel testing completed in all five areas identified by
McClurken as containing features. Whenever possible, the feature locations were
tentatively mapped and are provided on the aerial map (Figure 22) created during the
survey.
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Features G1 and G2
On McClurken’s map, Features G1 and G2 are described as “foundation and
fall??” and are depicted as circular in arrangement. The two features are shown in close
proximity to Feature C. When relocated during survey, however, the feature that is
believed to be McClurken’s Feature G1, the southernmost feature of the two was found
almost due west of Feature A.
This feature is about 1 m in diameter with medium-sized limestone blocks (the
largest measuring about 50 cm). Limestone gravels and rubble cover the area as well as
desert vegetation, making it difficult to discern a circular formation if any. The shovel
test excavated at Feature G reached a depth of 63 cm before bedrock was uncovered. At
10 cmbs, limestone cobbles were observed, and at 17 cmbs a piece of brown bottle glass
fragment was collected.
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Figure	
  22	
  Aerial	
  map	
  showing	
  possible	
  feature	
  locations	
  and	
  historic	
  dump	
  sites.	
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Feature G2, the northernmost feature on McClurken’s map is likely the feature
encountered on the north side of the farm road that bisects the site during the recent
survey. This part of the site is dense with vegetation resulting in poor visibility.
Consequently, no circular patterns or alignments of rock were identified. There was
however a large concentration of gravel, forming a small mound. A shovel test was still
conducted in order to determine if there were any subsurface cultural materials. The
depth of the shovel test reached 44 cm before digging stopped. No cultural materials were
noted or evidence of cultural activities was found.
Feature H
Feature H actually consists of two “circular rock foundation outlines [with]
sunken dirt floors” that, according to McClurken (THC site files), may be cisterns. Of the
two cisterns noted by McClurken, only one was identified. Labeled as Feature H1, this
possible cistern is located west of Feature G1 and is about 3.50 m in diameter. The
feature consists mainly of a raised pile of limestone rubble. The shovel test conducted in
this feature reached a depth of 50 cmbs. At 24 cmbs sparse amounts of charcoal were
observed. Bits of charcoal continued to appear intermittently throughout the shovel test.
Excavation ended at 50 cmbs once large limestone cobbles started to appear.
Feature I
According to McClurken (THC site files), Feature I comprises a “square
foundation” with a slab floor. During the first pedestrian survey conducted in 2007, this
feature was not located. However, in 2008, a large storm swept through the area helping
to better expose the site. A second reconnaissance of the area in which Feature I was
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supposedly located, revealed a square outline with two pieces of cut limestone at the
northwest and northeast corners. The feature is approximately 4.25 m x 2.30 ms, but does
not appear to have any foundations or a slab floor. The shovel test placed inside this
feature reached a depth of 40 cmbs and was culturally sterile.
Feature K
Defined as two concentrations of circular teepee rings by McClurken, Feature K
was located in northeast portion of the site on the 1966 map. Both of the features are
located north of the campsite and resemble stone alignments identified by Stone (2009)
during the prehistoric assessment of Meyers Spring. Stone (2009: 70-71) refers to the
features as wikiup rings. The two rings are on opposite sides of the dirt road that runs past
the site. Both of the features are similar in size, measuring about 4.85 m in diameter.
According to Stone (2009) the wikiup rings found in the project area could possibly date
to the Late Prehistoric (AD 1550). Shovel tests were not conducted and no surface
artifacts were observed.
Feature Z

McClurken’s overall map of the Meyers Spring area, shows a feature labeled “DStructure 2” that is located northeast of the outpost and in the vicinity of the canyon. For
the purpose of this report, the feature was renamed Feature Z to prevent confusion with
Feature D at the outpost. Covered with heavy vegetation, the feature consists of a
rectangular outline of limestone blocks with partially standing walls. The structure
measures 7.54 m x 4.48 m, with a standing wall located at the south west corner that
extends 1.32 m above the current ground surface (Figure 23). The walls of the structure
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measure from 50-53 cm in thickness and are constructed from a double course of stone.
The feature is surrounded by large quantities of wall fall and rubble partially obscuring
the intact portions of the feature. No artifacts were observed in the immediate vicinity
and a shovel test was not excavated within the feature. Whether or not this structure is
associated with the military occupation of Camp Meyers is unknown. The feature sits in a
low-lying area next to a dry creek bed and may be related to ranching activities after the
army abandoned the outpost.

	
  
Figure	
  23	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  feature	
  Z.

Discussion of Architectural Features
Most of the features identified during the archaeological investigations are
associated with the military occupation of the site. Due to the deteriorated condition of
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the majority of these features, it is difficult to discern their original functions. Beyond the
archaeological descriptions, few details are available regarding the layout and
construction of the camp. According to some reports the outpost consisted of 15 oneroom adobe huts and two stone houses that were all roofed with ocotillo (Terrell County
Heritage Commission 1978). Although in his diary French discusses his own quarters
while at Meyers Spring, he makes only limited references to the rest of the camp. Further
insight into what Camp Meyers may have looked like comes from examining other,
contemporaneous frontier forts and outposts.
Construction of military outposts in West Texas relied heavily on local materials.
Lumber was scarce and the transportation of imported lumber was an expensive endeavor
and therefore prohibited. Instead, structures were made from locally quarried stone and
built by the soldiers themselves (Guffee1976). As a result, buildings were constructed to
provide the bare minimum in terms of comfort, especially since outposts such as Camp
Meyers were never meant to serve as permanent installations.
Army regulations in the nineteenth century stated the type and form of habitation
that officers were allotted at their posts. For example, Major generals’ quarters consisted
of five room buildings, brigadier generals or colonels were assigned to four room
buildings, lieutenant colonels or majors three rooms, captains two rooms, and lieutenants
one (Altshuler 1983). Conceivably, Features B1 and B2 served as officer quarters for
lieutenants stationed at the camp, though French mentions that his quarters were a large
tent constructed from two wall tents, framed, and floored, and outfitted with a box stove
(Diary entry of November 21, 1883). Both of the structures are small and were probably
comprised of one room buildings. Muster roles for the outpost in 1884 (National Army
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Archives RG94) show that there were two lieutenants stationed at the campsite during
this time, 2nd Lieutenants French and Cunningham, and further support this theory.
The muster rolls for the time period after Bullis’ command (post-1881) indicate
that on average 33 scouts were stationed at Camp Meyers at a time. Despite the lack of
muster rolls available for Bullis, it is likely that he had similar numbers of men serving
under him while at the outpost. The majority of these troops set up tents while the
officers and commanders probably made use of at least some of the stone structures.
French notes that upon their arrival at Camp Meyers, the men moved into tents (Diary
entry, November 22, 1883). He also makes reference to a dining tent that was presumably
used by his scouts. Tents, like those depicted in Capt. Seth Eastman’s sketch of Camp
Leona (later Fort Inge) outside of Uvalde, may represent a good example of the types of
canvas shelters comprising the living quarters for the troops at Meyers Spring. Photos
from Civil War encampments also provide a view of the type of tents used by the military
during the 19th century. The presence of a metal stake in Feature F1 and the outline of
limestone noted in both Features F1 and F2 suggest the location of some of these army
tents. The remaining stones were probably used to either weigh down the tents, or create
a more stable structure for habitation. Alternately, stones may have been used to create
low, dry-stacked walls on top of which the tents were placed to form the rest of the
structure. In the eastern U. S., it was not uncommon for soldiers to build these “stockade
tents” using lumber instead of rocks to create the lower walls with the tent serving as the
roof (Billings 1993: 66).
Not surprisingly, given the rate of deterioration experienced at the site, evidence
for adobe structures was not found. If adobe-like structures were built at the site, they
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probably resembled the wattle and daub houses used by the families of Seminole scouts
living along Las Moras creek in Brackettville. Notably, Fort Inge and Fort Phantom Hill
on the Clear Fork of the Brazos, both established in the 1850s, also contained jacal
construction. At Fort Inge, the jacal buildings were made from upright logs plastered
with mud and then white-washed. Jacal structures at Fort Phantom Hill were used for
company quarters and other buildings as well (Texas State Historical AssociationHandbook of Texas Online 2010). Direct evidence of roofing is also not present. Quite
possibly, the roofs were made of grass and adobe as seen in the construction techniques
used at Camp Peña Colorado, a nineteenth century US military outpost located in the
nearby Big Bend Area (Glasrud and Searles, 2007) or, as suggested in the Terrell County
History, ocotillo was used to roof the buildings.
Feature A is obviously a dwelling and is in the best condition of all the structures.
While the structure shares a similar construction method noted across the site (doublecoursed walls made from limestone blocks), the house was probably a single-room ranch
house built in the late nineteenth century and is not directly associated with the military
occupation of Camp Meyers. The size and construction of Feature A resembles Room 1
of Structure II at the Soda Lake ruins in Lamb County located in the Texas Pan-Handle
Plains (Figure 24). The Soda Lake site is a nineteenth century, single family ranch built
and used during the late 1800s for raising and herding goats (Fox 1983). Other
researchers have noted that that the house at Meyers Spring is often referred to as the
“Lougee House” since it is believed that the family lived there during the military
occupation at the site (Elton Prewitt, personal communication, October 2008). This
argument is also supported by accounts of the Lougees in Lt. French’s Diary.
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Figure	
  24	
  Plan	
  map	
  of	
  Structure	
  II	
  at	
  Soda	
  Lake	
  Ruins	
  (Fox	
  1983).
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French first mentions Lougee in his entry from November 25, 1883. In this entry
he writes of the arrival of Mr. Lougee with Captain Simonds, and that Lougee, a lawyer
form Boston, was bringing lumber and supplies in order to relocate his family to the
vicinity. Over the course of the next few days, French spends times with Lougee, and
comments on the lawyer’s concern regarding lumber for his house. On December 1, 1883
the Lieutenant writes that construction of the building has commenced, and that it was
partially completed by night, and that it was located on a piece of Lougee’s land, closest
to the camp as possible.
On December 1, 1883 French writes that construction of the building had
commenced on a piece of Lougee’s land as close to the camp as possible. French (Diary
of December 11, 1883) makes note of the chimney being built as well as additional
construction that was underway:
“..the Doctor and I walked out to the house and on to a water
hole which all hands were engaged in cleaning out. It is their
intention to scrape off all the dirt down to the solid rock, build a
stout dam across the bottom, cement all the [sic] put a layer of
earth on the bottom to retain the moisture and put in solid banks.
Then when the rains have filled the hole, they hope to be able to
hold the water some time. Saw them make one blast and then
strolled about a mile farther from camp to look for prairie
chickens the Doctor having his gun along. Saw none.”

Significantly, no evidence of this feature was found during any of the
archaeological surveys of the site. The possibility remains that Feature A is not the
Lougee house but another structure built by either the military or perhaps by Bullis in his
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later years. Nevertheless, by January 2, 1884, French mentions that the house is nearly
complete and within walking distance of the camp.
Related Sites and Historic Features
A number of historic features to the east and northeast of the military outpost are
also present within the project area. Several of these features were first recorded by A.T.
Jackson in 1938 and later by McClurken when he visited the area in 1966. The features,
including a stone reservoir, a corral and paddock, and two dams, were re-identified and
recorded during the 2007-2009 investigations. Additionally, historic graffiti present at the
nearby pictograph rock shelter was also recorded. Photographs were taken of all of the
historic features and each is described in detail below.
Reservoir.

Constructed at the foot of the rockshelter is a reservoir that contains the

spring itself. This feature is built from mortar and stone blocks and is documented with
the NRHP. In fact, there is an NRHP plaque on the stone reservoir commemorating the
date upon which the rockshelter site was registered in 1973, as well as the construction
date and builder of the reservoir. The cornice around the trough in front of the reservoir
reads “Erected by Maj. John L. Bullis 1901.” Bullis owned the surrounding property from
1877 until after the turn of the century and purportedly built one of the dams, a corral and
windmill in addition to the reservoir (THC site files). Interestingly, a Camp Meyers post
return dated November 30, 1880, lists the presence of a civilian stonemason who was
employed for the purpose of constructing a tank at the spring. Although no clear evidence
of an earlier reservoir was noted, conceivably the mason could have built a tank or
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similar feature to catch water at the spring. Later, Bullis may have taken down or
expanded a pre-existing tank as a part of the 1901 construction.
One of the better known individuals whose name is found in the shelter is Colonel
James A. Quinn. Ironically, Quinn’s name was not found until a light sandblasting carried
out by the Rock Art Foundation in the fall of 2009 revealed his name. Like John Bullis’
name, Quinn’s name is also carved into the historic reservoir’s containment wall at the
foot of the shelter.
Corral and Paddock.

Adjacent to the rockshelter is a large corral and paddock area

(Figure 25) that presumably constructed after the military occupation. The corral has a
concrete floor surround by a wooden picket fence and barbed wire. Two water troughs
were also found in association with the corral and paddock. One of the troughs was built
before the corral as evidenced by the barbed wire fence superimposed over the remains of
the trough while the other was likely built at or around the time of the corral’s
construction (Figure 26). The older trough is made from cut limestone slabs and measures
18x 6 x 2 ft in size. McClurken makes note of this trough on his 1966 map of the shelter
and Jackson (THC site files) reports that Bullis was responsible for constructing the
paddock. The remaining trough is constructed from concrete and measures 12 x 3 x 1 ft
in size. If Bullis built the paddock and corral, it makes sense that he also built an
accompanying water trough. The builder of the more recent water trough is unknown.
Plausibly, it was built by a rancher who used or leased the land during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
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Figure	
  25	
  View	
  of	
  concrete	
  corral	
  at	
  Meyers	
  Canyon.
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Figure	
  26	
  One	
  of	
  two	
  concrete	
  water	
  troughs	
  in	
  Meyers	
  Canyon.

In addition to the corral and related troughs, there is also a large, circular concrete
water tank and metal windmill to the west of the spring and reservoir. Reportedly, Bullis
also built a windmill in association with the corral (THC site files).
Solution Cavity. An interesting feature not observed in previous investigations is a
solution cavity that was clearly modified. Located in the vicinity of the corral, the natural
limestone cavity is surrounded by a ring of stone blocks that form a retaining wall, three
courses high. Investigation of the interior of the cavity was limited due to the size of the
cavity opening, which measured approximately 1.75 m in diameter at its widest point but
narrows to approximately 50 cm (Figure 27). No artifacts were found in association with
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the feature other than some tangled barbed wire on the surface. Possibly, the solution
cavity was modified for use as a natural water tank by ranchers or land prospectors
during the historic period (Elton Prewitt, personal communication 2008). A more detailed
description of the feature is also provided in Stone’s report of the Prehistoric resources of
Meyers Spring (in Houk 2009).

	
  
Figure	
  27	
  Soultion	
  cavity	
  located	
  in	
  Meyers	
  Canyon.

Quarry.

West of the corral and rockshelter is the quarry from which limestone blocks

were extracted to construct the outpost (Prewitt, personal communication 2008). The
blocks were carved directly from the bedrock by hammering metal rods into the rock,
then using the rods to pry off the limestone segment. The limestone was then shaped into
a more manageable form suitable for construction purposes. The debris from this
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reworking can be seen piled around the quarry, and removal scars are visible on some of
the stones (Figures 28 and 29). Undoubtedly, Bullis also extracted additional building
material from the quarry in order to build the water reservoir. The quarry probably
provided materials for the construction of the Lougee house as well.

	
  
Figure	
  28	
  Piled	
  quarry	
  debris.	
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Figure	
  29	
  Removal	
  scars	
  on	
  limestone	
  bedrock.	
  

Historic Dams.

On the southern end of the shelter area, the remains of a railroad tie

dam are found. A large section of the dam was washed out due to floods. The dam itself
is constructed from railroad ties piled on top of one another to form a buffer. The westfacing side of the dam bore the brunt of flood impact and a row of metal pipes were
placed here to act as bracers. The pipes are situated immediately next to the railroad ties,
and in some cases are wired directly into the wood (Figure 30). Some of the bracing pipes
were driven directly into bedrock, and all of the pipes were filled with concrete in order
to strengthen their support. The sheer force applied to the dam by flood waters can be
seen in these bracing poles and wooden beams, having bent some of the concrete poles at
30° to 90° angles, and even lodging a railroad tie in a nearby tree. When the dam was
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built and by who is unknown however its construction probably dates to the twentieth
century.

	
  
Figure	
  30	
  Railroad	
  tie	
  dam	
  in	
  Meyers	
  Canyon.

On the northern end of the canyon floor there is another dam. The northern dam is
built in a similar manner as Bullis’ reservoir and is made from concrete and mortar. In
The History of Terrell County (1978:241), a reference to a mason named Andres Ochoa is
made. Ochoa arrived in the area in a caravan in 1900 to work on the “rock dam at Meyers
Spring for Maj. Bullis” (1978: 241). It is certainly possibly that Ochoa worked on the
northern dam, and possibly even the reservoir. Two stages of construction are apparent
(Figure 31). First, like the reservoir, the bracing side of the dam is made from large
blocks mortared together with a layer of concrete to seal the top. The second stage is an
addition to the dam in an attempt to strengthen it. This construction is comprised of
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stacked limestone rocks of various sizes, which were then sealed with an outer layer of
concrete. The dam allowed water from the spring to collect at the base of the shelter. The
dam and reservoir were likely constructed at the same time and perhaps by the same
masons.

	
  
Figure	
  31	
  Top	
  view	
  of	
  concrete	
  dam,	
  showing	
  two	
  stages	
  of	
  construction.

Historic Graffiti at Meyers Spring Pictograph Shelter.

Meyers Spring pictograph

shelter is approximately 1 mile northwest of the military camp. The site is a limestone
rockshelter with several panels of prehistoric rock art. Superimposed over the rock art is a
variety of historic graffiti from the 19th and 20th centuries. The graffiti was painted,
carved, or scratched into the rock and in some cases was scrawled over the pictographs
themselves. In fact, Burr Duvall’s diary, a prospector of the region, states the misuse of
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the pictograph site with heated anger when Bullis and his scouts escorted him through the
area in 1879 (Woolford 1962:509) stating:
“Confound the stupid idiots, and their stupid officers
who permitted such vandalism. I noticed my own name,
‘Duval’ in large, Blackletters on the most prominent part
of the cliff and mentally consigned the owner of it, (who
seems was ‘private in Company B’) to a hotter place
than I care to mention.”

All of the visible historic graffiti was recorded during TTU’s investigations and
consists primarily of names and dates. Notably, the name Duval was not found. In many
cases, the graffiti is partially eroded and therefore only parts of names, initials, or letters
were recorded. From the graffiti recorded, more than 100 individuals left their names on
the walls and floor of the rockshelter. Whenever possible, individuals whose names
appear at the site were identified. In all, eight individuals were positively identified. In
addition to individuals, some of the graffiti includes the names of military regiments or
troop detachments that were present in the area. For example, abbreviations for Company
C of the 10th Cavalry regiment, Company B of the 10th Infantry, the 8th Cavalry, and
troop G likely from the 8th Cavalry were all observed at the site.
James Quinn.

Carved at the foot of the reservoir’s containment wall, the date “1901” is

carved below Quinn’s name and denotes the year the reservoir was constructed. Quinn
was an engineer for the Army Corps of Engineers (Report of the chief of engineers U.S.
army, Part 1 Annual Reports, War Department Fiscal Year Ended June 30 1907 Govt.
Printing Office Washington, D.C.) from the late 1860’s until 1907. He graduated from
West Point in 1866 and was assigned to the Corps as a Second Lieutenant. During his
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career with the Army Corps, Quinn worked on several projects including surveys for the
Union and Central Pacific Railways. In 1879, he was promoted to the rank of Captain, in
1888 he reached the rank of Major, in 1903 he became a Lt. Colonel and in 1906 he was
promoted to Colonel. In 1907, Quinn retired from the military and passed away less than
10 years later on February 25, 1915 (New York Times Obituary, February 27, 1915).
Notably, during the late 1890s, Quinn was authorized to oversee construction of two forts
near Sabine Pass, Texas, an important defense base during the Spanish-American War.
Stationed at New Orleans, Louisiana and working along the Gulf Coast, Quinn
undoubtedly traveled to other parts of Texas including the western portion of the state.
As an engineer, Quinn probably helped Bullis construct the reservoir, which explains
why his name and the date 1901 are carved into the wall.
Jesus Torres.

The name “Jesus Torres” also appears in the rockshelter. No date is

associated with the name however, an important historic figure named Jesus Pablo
Torres, lived in the nearby town of Langtry during the late nineteenth century. Said to be
the first permanent resident of Langtry, Torres is perhaps better known as Judge Roy
Bean’s chief rival. The Torres and Bean feud originated when Bean began squatting on
the railroad right-of-way next to land owned by Torres’ father, Cesario. The Torres
family owned most of the land in Langtry as well as the Seven-D Cattle Ranch four miles
east of Ft. Stockton on Comanche Creek. Several businesses in town were also owned by
members of the Torres family, including a general store. Cesario attempted to keep Bean
out of Langtry but was ultimately unsuccessful. As a result, a long-standing feud with
Jesus began. Torres successfully challenged Bean for Justice of the Peace and unseated
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him in 1896 to become the first elected Hispanic official in Val Verde County
(Sonnichsen 2005).
Reub Bell.

Another individual whose name is scratched on the wall is Reub Bell. Bell’s

name is next to the letters HPG, all of which are connected, perhaps representative of a
ranch brand. In 1874, Bell is listed as a resident of Carrizo Springs in an article published
in Frontier Times Magazine. The article, entitled Life on the Open Cattle Range in Texas,
relates several stories as told by Bob Lauderdale, a cattle driver in Texas during the last
half of the nineteenth century. Lauderdale recounts an incident near Carrizo Springs
Village when Indians were sighted in the area. According to Lauderdale, five or six
families from the town, including Bell, took refuge in a neighbor’s home to wait out a
possible attack (Cross 1929).
Newton McKinney.

The name “Newton Mckinney” next to the date ”Jan 1887” may

belong to Thalis Newton McKinney, Jr. of Uvalde, Texas. McKinney was born in April
of 1861 in Uvalde and lived there most of his life. McKinney’s father was one of the first
settlers in the county and made his living as a stockman. As a boy, McKinney lived and
worked on the family ranch six miles outside the town of Uvalde along the Nueces River.
From 1936 to 1939, the U.S. Work Progress Administration sponsored the Federal
Writers’ Project, which set out to compile life histories from various individuals. The
histories varied in their form and included narratives, case histories, reports, and
transcribed dialogue. Information about an individual’s income, occupation, political and
religious beliefs, education, health status, and other miscellaneous items is recorded in
many of the case studies. One such case history was recorded for McKinney and his wife
Mary Jane Walker McKinney and is now a part of the American Memory collection at
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the Library of Congress. In a firsthand account provided by McKinney, he describes early
cowboy life in Uvalde County. He mentions the presence of a stage coach stand on his
father’s property where the coach would stop and the passengers would stay overnight.
The line ran west from Uvalde to Fort Clark and east to Sabinal. McKinney also recounts
the time when outlaw and gunfighter John Wesley Hardin camped on his family’s
property. Most significant however, are McKinney’s accounts of the cattle herding
activities and drives he was a part of during the late 19th century near Uvalde and further
to the west. One drive in particular was especially memorable for McKinney who
recounts the following (Hale 1994:1):
"One time I started from Marathon to Snyder Texas, with a herd of
1,000 head of big steers. I never saw a herd so bad about 'stompeding'
in my life. They would run once or twice nearly every night. Two men
at the time would stand guard part of the time and keep it up all
night long , taking turns about. Well, I was on guard one night when
they ' stompeded ' and I was riding in the lead at full speed when my
horse stepped in a badger hole and I got the hardest fall I ever had
in my life, and the cattle split and part of them went on one side of
me and part on the other. I guess that was all that saved me and the
horse from being trampled to death. I finally got up and got back on
my horse but the cattle were done gone. So I went on back to camp and
let the cattle go till next day, but we got most of them back then.

This drive is also important because of the area in which it took place. Marathon
is approximately 60 miles west of Meyers Spring and over 200 miles northwest of
Uvalde. McKinney could easily have made his way through Meyers Spring Canyon
especially if he was traveling to Marathon from Uvalde and perhaps even camped in the
shelter. As a rancher and cattleman, McKinney likely participated in a number of cattle
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drives during the course of his life. If indeed the signature at the Meyers Spring
rockshelter belongs to McKinney he would have been 21 years old at the time. McKinney
passed away in 1950 at the age of 90 in Uvalde.
Duke Alvy.

The words "DUKE ALVY” with an accompanying date of “18[9]8", may

actually represent two individuals. Interestingly, the surnames Duke and Alvy appear on
a military roster for the 9th Texas Cavalry of the Confederate States Army of 1861.
Private D.S. Alvy and three men with the surname of Duke (Sgt. J.W.A Duke, Pvt. R.M.
Duke, and Pvt. Samuel Duke), brothers perhaps, were all a part of Company E of the 9th
Cavalry (Muster Rolls of Texas Regiments from Microcopy 323, Confederate Records,
rolls 56-60 for the 9th Texas Cavalry Regiment). In the fall of 1861 the 9th regiment was
briefly sent to Indian Territory to assist in subduing Native American groups in the area
just prior to joining their fellow soldiers fighting for the south (Crabb 2000). If the date
is correct, and the names refer to two men in the 9th Calvary, the men’s visit to the site is
more than 30 years after they served together in the Civil War. Possibly the men traveled
to the area together or perhaps were working in the region.
Guy Skiles.

Guy Skiles was a rancher from Langtry who explored many of the

rockshelters and archaeological sites in the Pecos region. His name was scratched into the
face of the shelter sometime during the twentieth century. Skiles was born in 1898 and as
young man spent much of his free time digging into sites in the area looking for Indian
artifacts (Black 2001). Skiles passed away in 1986 but his son Jack still lives in Langtry
and continues his father’s passion for archaeology.
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Oscar and Ruth Bendele.

Besides military men, cattle drivers, and passersby, two

landowners also scrawled their names on the rock face. The second set of names scrawled
in the rock face is the names of Oscar and Ruth Bendele, signed their names at the site on
“Aug 4 1940”. Oscar Bendele purchased the land in 1927, and when he passed away
from a heart attack in 1965, ownership was transferred to his daughter Ruth (Terrell
County Heritage Commission 1978).
Military Troops.

Abbreviations for companies of the 8th and 10th Cavalries as well as

the 10th Infantry are also present on the shelter walls. Specifically, Company B of the 10th
Infantry, Company C of the 10th Cavalry regiment, and troop G from an unknown
regiment are recorded. The U.S. 10th Infantry regiment was stationed at Fort McKavett
longer than any other regiment (Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Fort McKavett
and the 10th U.S. Infantry, 2007). Company B of the 10th Infantry (written as “Co B
10TH INF 1877” with the name “Davis” in front) was stationed at Fort McKavett from
1873 to 1879. During 1877 and 1878, the 10th Infantry participated in a series of
engagements with the Apache Indians on both sides of the Rio Grande (Sullivan 1972).
Likely, it was during these excursions that Company B was present in Meyers Canyon.
The 10th Cavalry regiment, comprised of Buffalo Soldiers, was headquartered at
Fort Concho from 1875 to 1885 and companies were stationed at various posts
throughout the area. Assigned with the task of keeping the Texas frontier safe, the
regiment was responsible for protecting mail and travel routes, monitoring Indian
movements, and providing protection from Mexican revolutionaries and outlaws. During
their tenure in west Texas, the 10th Cavalry scouted over 34,000 miles of uncharted
terrain, helping to open up more than 300 miles of new roads, and laying over 200 miles
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of telegraph lines (10th Cavalry 2000-2008, http://www.buffalosoldiersonline.com).
Company C of the 10th Cavalry probably traveled through the area of Meyers Spring as
part of the numerous scouting expeditions they were charged with during their 10 years in
west Texas.
The 8th Cavalry was stationed at Camp Meyers at various times between 1880 and
1884. In particular troops A, C-H, K, and L are all listed on post returns from Camp
Meyers. The graffiti that reads “CD HOYT & M J BARRY G TROOP”, probably names
of two soldiers who served with unit Troop G from the 8th Calvary, which was stationed
at Camp Meyers in 1881 and 1882.
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Chapter IV
Artifact Analysis
Cultural materials were recovered from Camp Meyers and several of the other
historic features surveyed during the 2007-2009 investigations. Artifacts however, were
not systematically collected. Instead, diagnostic artifacts were specifically targeted for
collection and samples were taken from areas with dense concentrations of cultural
materials (e.g., the historic dump sites). The results of the artifact analyses are presented
below for Camp Meyers and the other historic features recorded during Texas Tech’s
investigations.
Diagnostic artifacts were collected from all areas of the site, including from both
trash dumps. Trash from domestic and military-related activities was noted across the site
but particularly noticeable in the midden areas. Artifacts contemporaneous with the
occupation of the fort have the potential to shed light not only the supplies and
provisioning of soldiers but also their daily lives which are generally not documented in
the historic record.
More than 400 artifacts were collected for analysis, with glass and metal
comprising the most abundant artifact categories. The breakup of artifact types are as
follows: eight lithics, 38 ceramics, 211 glass artifacts, and 160 metal items. A complete
collection of surface artifacts was neither feasible nor possible given the time constraints
of the project. Nevertheless a sample of cultural materials was collected from the site
with special attention paid to diagnostic or easily identifiable artifacts. The site was
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divided into four collection areas and the locations of all of the collected items were
recorded using GPS (Figure 32). Collection Area 1 includes the area around the main
structure (Feature A) and related features including a dump to the northwest of the ruins.
Collection Area 2 includes the far northern end of the site. Collection Area 3 is to the east
of the dirt road that crosses over the site and includes the dump site originally recorded
by McClurken Collection Area 4 is south of the main camp area. The following section
describes in detail the types of artifacts collected during the survey.
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Figure	
  32	
  Aerial	
  map	
  showing	
  collection	
  areas	
  and	
  artifact	
  locations.	
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Metal Artifacts
Numerous metal artifacts were collected from the campsite. Not surprisingly,
most of the diagnostic materials were recovered from Collection Areas 1 and 3 where the
two dumps are located (Tables 2-5). The only metal artifacts collected from Collection
Area 4 were 3 horseshoe fragments and a tin can lid or base. The dates of the metal
artifacts range from the late 19th century to the first half of the 20th century. Nonetheless,
the majority of the metal appears to date to the 19th century, roughly corresponding with
the military occupation of the camp. The artifacts fall into one of six categories, which
include: Food-Related, Clothing, Military-Related, Horse and Livestock Gear,
Construction, and Miscellaneous and Unidentified. Food or food-related objects comprise
the bulk of the 19th century metal. Metal from clothing, ammunition, horse gear,
construction related items, miscellaneous, and unidentified items make up the remainder
of the collection. Whenever possible, diagnostic characteristics including markings,
shape, designs, and technological features were examined in order to date the artifacts
and assess their function.
Table	
  2	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  1.	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

4 Horseshoes and
horseshoe fragments
Tin container

19th Century

Machine made

Unknown

Snap clasp fragment

Unknown

Single seam at top, base
and side. Seams are
unsoldered. Possibly a
spice tin
Main body of clasp with
loop at base

2 Unidentified Parts
Copenhagen Tobacco
lid

Unknown
Between 1822 and 1921
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Table	
  2	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  1	
  (continued).	
  

Item
2 Revolver cartridges

Carbine Cartridge

Estimated Date(s)
Between 1870-1873 for
government issued,
though cartridge
continued use till 1940’s.
July 1880

Shaker lid

Unknown

Rectangular Tin Can

Unknown

Tin Can

1820-1930

Pioneer Baking
Powder lid
Cast Iron stove leg

No earlier than 1881

Comments
Possibly a 44 S&W
American or a 44 Colt
45-70 Government cartridge
from Frankford Arsenal
Punctured holes in a star
pattern
Soldered side seam, base
“Wilson Packing Company
Chicago”
Hole-in-cap can. visible
pinhole vent. Letter “B” off
center on base.
“…Pioneer Baking Powder”

Ca. 1895

Circle and swirl designs
similar to illustrations in
Montgomery Ward Catalog
for 1895
Collection Area 1: Dump Site

Unidentified metal
fragment
2 Square Cut Nail

Unknown

Square nut
Button

Unknown
Unknown

Horseshoe nail
Tin container

Unknown
No earlier than 1888

Royal Baking Powder
lid
Unidentified Tin lid
Rectangular tin

No earlier than 1873

Revolver cartridge

Between 1870-1873

Tin can lid

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
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1 12d nail
1 Possible 6d nail
Inside tread eroded
4-hole sew through button,
size 20 lines
Three holes punched, side
seam soldered. Double side
seam suggests Sanitary can

Base says “IM&I Chicago”.
Single seams on body
Possibly 44 S&W American
or 44 Colt
Circular lid four punched
holes
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Table	
  3	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  2.	
  

Item
Unidentified gun
cartridge
Rifle Cartridge

3 Square Cut Nails
4 Horseshoe
fragments
Baking Powder Lid
Rectangular Lid
Rectangular Tin
fragment
11 Unidentified metal
fragment
Tin lid
Sardine Can
Tin Can
Flattened metal
container
Rectangular can with
squared off corners

Estimated Date(s)
Unknown

Comments

Prior to 1877

19th century

Center fire 45-70
Government cartridge, no
headstamp. Possibly from
Frankford Arsenal
1 10d nail
Machine made

Unknown
19th century
No earlier than 1888

“Full Stre… Powder”
Soldered cap
Possibly a Sanitary can

Unknown
Unknown
No earlier than 1875
1820-1930
Unknown

Perforated holes
Hole-in-Cap can
Possible small bucket
Single seam at top, soldered
side seam. Can was opened
by cutting inside edge of the
top.

Table	
  4	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3.	
  

Item
Sterling Baking
Powder lid
Modified Tin Can

Estimated Date(s)
Ca. 1880
Unknown

23 Square Cut Nails

Wire Nail
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Comments
“Full Strength ½ lb. Sterling
Baking Powder”
Once hole-in-cap can, now
top and base cut out, cut out
hole in side of body. Top
portion has wire attached,
suspending from opening.
2 8d nail
1 10d nail
1 20d nail
1 Possible 4d nail
1 Possible 5d nail
1 Possible 12d nail
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Table	
  4	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  (continued).	
  

Item
3 Tin Cans

Estimated Date(s)

Toy car and horse
trailer
2 possible paint lids

1930’s-1940’s

Horseshoe

19th Century

20 Horseshoe nails
2 Sardine cans
Rectangular Can
3 Tin can lids
6 Unidentified metal
parts
Wire buckle

Unknown

No earlier than 1875
1865 or later
Unknown
Unknown
19th Century

Button

Unknown

3 Royal Baking
Powder lids

No earlier than 1873

2 Wire fragments

Unknown

Carbine cartridge

June 1877

Wire

Unknown

Rectangular tin
Mechanical Part

No earlier than 1894
Unknown
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Comments
1 Possible fruit juice can,
1921 or later
1 Hole-in-Cap can, ca.
1820-1930
1 Possible fruit cocktail can
Wyandotte toys
“T…Can Brand…TED” and
“…x Top Coat[t] x Brand”
Machine made, with 7 nails
attached
Possible Kerosene can

Possible suspenders buckle
or vest buckle
Possibly a sombrero rivet
button
“Royal Baking Powder ½
lb. Full Weight Absolutely
Pure” and “… 1/2 lb Royal
Baking Powder”
Fragments were bent to
form loops
45-70 Government
Cartridge. Headstamp reads
(clockwise) “C 77 F 6”
Cartridge has been cut in
half
Wire has been wrapped in a
circular shape
“Hershey’s Cocoa” on lid.
Square frame with cog and
wheels attached, possible
clock fragment
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Table	
  5	
  Metal	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  dump	
  site.	
  

Item
Horseshoe fragment
Screw fragment
3 Horseshoe nails
2 Unidentified metal
fragments
Square head

Estimated Date(s)
19th Century
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Comments
Machine made
Possible elevator bolt

Unknown

Possibly head to iron spike
or bolt

Metal wire
Revolver cartridge

Unknown
1870-1873

Food and Food Related Canisters.

Possibly 44 S&W American
or 44 Colt

Tin cans and lids from food items constitute the

majority of diagnostic metal artifacts in the collection. Particular attention was paid to the
type of lids and closures present and the manner in which the cans were constructed when
assessing dates of manufacture and contents of the artifacts. One of the most common
metal items observed during the survey were baking powder lids. In all, seven baking
powder lids were collected from the outpost area, the majority of which were
manufactured by the Royal Baking Company (Figure 33). Baking powder was first
invented in 1843 as a baking ingredient for yeast-free breads. The Royal Baking Powder
Company was established in 1873 by Cornelius and Joseph Hoagland and continued
production into the 20th century (Stradley 2004). The lids are labeled with the company’s
name and are classified as “Full Strength ½ lb.” and sometimes as “Absolutely Pure”.
Two other types of baking powder lids were also recovered and include lids from the
Pioneer Baking Powder and Sterling Baking Powder companies. Pioneer Baking Powder
was owned by Schilling & Company, which was created in 1881 in San Francisco. By
1906, the company changed the name from “Pioneer” to “Schilling’s Best Pioneer
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Baking Powder” (Volkmann 1959). Advertisements for Sterling Baking Powder date to at
least 1880 (Cartography Associates 2007).

	
  
Figure	
  33	
  Two	
  of	
  the	
  baking	
  powder	
  lids	
  collected	
  from	
  the	
  campsite.

	
  

	
  

	
  

Next, tin and sardine cans were also abundant and noted across the surface of the

site. Of the hundreds of cans littering the site, only 19, however were collected. Eighteen
of the cans were probably food containers while the remaining can is probably a kerosene
canister. Five of the food canisters are identified as hole-in-cap cans or cans that have a
central cap on their lids where food was inserted before sealed (Figure 34). This style of
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lid also has a pin-sized hole that acted as a vent during cooking and distinguishes it from
the earlier hole-and-cap lids produced in the first decades of the nineteenth century. The
precursors to hole-in-cap cans, hole-and-cap cans were first produced in Europe in 1810
and were filled with food, sealed, and then boiled exposing the can to stress. The hole-incap variety appears after 1820 and helped prevent swelling or bursting during the heating
process and continued to be produced until the 1930s (Horn 2005). The cans were used
primarily for food and sometimes for tomato juice (Sutton and Arkush 2006).

	
  
Figure	
  34	
  Hole-in-cap	
  tin	
  can.

While most of the tin food cans are round, six of the cans are actually rectangular
in shape. Two of cans have distinguishing marks. The markings are located on their bases
and include an off-centered “B” on one can, and another marked with “[I]M&I Chicago”.
Unfortunately, the tops of these cans are missing so it is unknown if the tins had hole-incap closures. Rectangular tins with hole-in-cap lids were introduced in 1875 and were
used for canning corned beef (Rock 1984). Hole-in-cap lids typically indicate an
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occupation prior to 1914 although bulk foods preserved in hole-in-cap cans were used by
some military groups up until the 1930s (Horn 2005).
Also of note within the collection is one hole-in-cap can that was greatly
modified. The base is completely missing with a hole cut from its side. The cap of the lid
was removed and wired so another item could hang inside the body of the can. Although
initially a food container, the can was obviously recycled and probably re-used as a
lantern (Figure 35).

	
  
Figure	
  35	
  Modified	
  tin	
  can.

Three sardine cans were also collected, although none of them bear any
distinguishable markings due to their rusted condition. The producers of these sardine
cans are unknown, but the dates of their manufacture can be estimated based on the type
of lids present. All of the lids from the cans were cut in order to remove the contents.
Sardines were first canned around 1875 (Berge 1980) and church key openers were not
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introduced until the turn of the century. The cut lids, therefore, date the cans to the last
quarter of the nineteenth century or roughly contemporaneous with the occupation of the
military camp. Also noteworthy are request orders from Ft. Clark that show canned
sardines as a needed and often requested food item (Quimby Papers, Dolph Brisco Venter
for American History).
One sanitary or open-top can was also collected. Sanitary cans were initially
developed in Europe and are characterized by hand-crimped edges that attached the ends
of the can to the body with a rubber gasket in between ensuring an airtight seam. This
style of manufacture was considered more sanitary for canned foods since the cans were
only soldered on the outside. Another advantage of this type of container was its ability to
hold larger pieces of food than the hole-and-cap cans since the tops of the sanitary cans
were crimped after filling and not before (Busch 1981). The process for improving can
manufacturing from a hole-in-cap system to sanitary began in 1888 (Sutton and Arkush
2006) but did not replace the hole-and-cap cans until the early 1910’s (Horn 2005).
Another can strongly resembles a fruit juice container. The can is cylindrical in
shape and measures 12.25 cm tall with a diameter of 68.36 mm. Tomato juice and citrus
fruits appear in cans during the 1920s (Sutton and Arkush, 2006).
Finally, a medium-sized rectangular tin with an inset lid, which reads “Hershey’s
Cocoa” was also collected from the site. The Hershey’s Cocoa Company was not
established until 1894 in Pennsylvania, and did not begin selling cocoa until 1898 (The
Hershey Company 2009). The tin is not associated with the occupation of the camp and
most likely dates to the early twentieth century.
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In addition to canned produce and meat, evidence for condiments was also found.
Three lids what from appear to be salt and/or pepper shakers were collected (Figure 36).
Two of the lids are homemade with several holes purposefully punctured across the top.
One of the lids has 14 randomly placed puncture holes or slits that were likely produced
using a knife. The other homemade shaker lid has four round puncture holes perhaps
made by an ice pick or similar tool. In contrast to the previous lid, this item came from a
canister rather than a tin can. The third and smallest of the lids has 17 holes punctured
through its center in a star formation. Unlike the other two, this artifact was clearly
produced for use as a salt or pepper shaker lid.
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Figure	
  36	
  Possible	
  shaker	
  lids.
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Other than food containers, additional metal artifacts associated with food and
food preparation are also present within the sample. The artifacts include a kerosene can
and an iron stove leg. The kerosene can was identified based on its rectangular shape,
large size, and the location of its opening at the top. Kerosene was first canned in 1865
(Berge 1980) and was used for primarily for heating, and light, and less frequently for
cooking. The fuel was often canned in tall, rectangular canisters with small caps similar
to the can collected at the campsite.
Finally, a cast iron stove leg was collected. The leg is similar to Windsor Stove
legs as seen in the Montgomery Ward Catalog from 1895 (Montgomery Ward and
Company 2008). The piece is approximately 175.1 mm x 132.6 mm and is decorated with
swirls and a center circle (Figure 37). The stove leg is probably not associated with the
military occupation of the site although it might be related to Feature A of the campsite.
French did have a box stove in his tent (diary entry dated November 16, 1883) and while
under his command the dining tent at the camp also had a stove (diary entry dated
November 26, 1883).
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Figure	
  37	
  Cast	
  Iron	
  stove	
  leg.
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The archaeological record is consistent with the archival documents regarding the
military camp. For example, the Ft. Clark quartermaster’s records show requests for
goods needed for scouting purposes such as baking powder, sardines, canned vegetables,
and canned peaches as well as salted meats, flour, and other food items (Quimby papers,
Dolph Briscoe Center for American History). Several of the tin cans identified indicate
the presence of these items. The hole-and-cap cans which are so abundant at the site
probably contained most of the canned food brought to the outpost. Although no direct
evidence of the contents of these containers was identified during analyses, it is likely
that many of the hole-and cap vessels contained items such as fruits and vegetables.
Evidence for sardines and salted meats was present in the form of rectangular tins with
cut lids that are diagnostic of both the time period (1875-1900) and the contents. The
baking powder tins were the most diagnostic of all the tin cans since writing was clearly
visible on the containers themselves.
While most of the food supplies sent from Fort Clark were canned, fresh food
could also be procured from local sources near Meyers Spring. French purchased corn
from a contractor once he arrived at Camp Meyers and was also able to buy fresh bread
in place of the usual baking powder biscuits (Diary entries of November 21 and 23,
1883). Furthermore, the railroad brought supplies from San Antonio to the railway stop at
Thurston, just outside of Dryden. French also received potatoes and onions ordered from
San Antonio that were for his own personal use (diary entry November 16, 1883).
Clothing Items.

Three metal items used with clothing were collected. The first is a wire

buckle that resembles the buckle from suspender straps or possibly even a vest buckle.
The object is a two pronged, round wire buckle (Figure 38). A nearly identical buckle
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was recovered during investigations at Johnny Ward's Ranch, a nineteenth century ranch
house in Arizona. (Fontanna and Greenleaf 1962).

	
  
Figure	
  38	
  Clothing	
  Buckle.

The remaining two clothing-related artifacts consist of two metal buttons both of
which are difficult to date. One is a sew-through button with 4 holes that measures 17.1
mm or 9/16” in diameter. According to Peacock (1972), this places the button in the
small category of clothing buttons. The second button closely resembles modern
sombrero rivet buttons and measures 9.7 mm in diameter. Both buttons lack any further
identification marks (Figure 39).
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Figure	
  39	
  Metal	
  buttons.

Military Artifacts.

The military artifacts consist entirely of ammunition. Specifically,

eight ammunition cartridges were collected at the campsite. Three of the cartridges were
made for carbines or rifles, four came from revolvers, and one was unidentifiable. Of the
three carbine and rifle cartridges, two have identifiable headstamps on their bases. Both
are from the Frankford Arsenal in Pennsylvania (as indicated by the letter “F”) and are
for carbine weapons (as shown by the letter “C”). The numbers to the left and right of
these letters indicate the month and year of manufacture. One cartridge was created in
June of 1877, the other in July of 1880 (Figure 40) (Reuland 1991). The headstamps and
the measurements of all three cartridges identify their use in Springfield trapdoor carbines
(Barnes 2000). Possibly, the cartridge without a headstamp was also produced at the
Frankford Arsenal, but pre-dates 1877 when the arsenal began stamping their cartridges
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in March of that year (Reuland 1991). These types of cartridges are specifically known as
45-70 Government cartridges, and were the official standard service cartridge from 18731892 (Barnes, 2000). Also worth noting, is the fact that the 1877 cartridge was purposely
cut in half, and shows score marks around the body.

	
  
Figure	
  40	
  Carbine	
  cartridge	
  headstamp	
  from	
  Frankford	
  Arsenal,	
  manufactured	
  in	
  July	
  of	
  1880.

Given the absence of headstamps on the four revolver cartridges, identification
was based solely on measurements. One cartridge still contains its bullet. Based on the
cartridge measurements and bullet diameter, the artifact is probably a 45 Colt or a 45 Colt
Government (Barnes 2000). The 45 Colt cartridge was developed for used in either the
Smith & Wesson (S&W) or Colt 45 revolvers, both of which were issued by the
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government (Barnes 2000). The 45 Colt Government was available from the late 1870’s
to the 1930s (Figure 41).

	
  
Figure	
  41	
  Two	
  revolver	
  cartridges.	
  The	
  top	
  cartridge	
  is	
  possibly	
  a	
  44	
  Smith	
  &	
  Wesson	
  
American	
  or	
  a	
  44	
  Colt.	
  The	
  bottom	
  unspent	
  cartridge	
  is	
  a	
  45	
  Colt	
  Government.

The remaining three cartridges are spent and have no identifying headstamps.
Moreover, all of the cartridges are flattened, making bullet diameters difficult to
determine. Instead, the rim diameter and cartridge length were the main characteristics
used in identifying the cartridge type. Based on these measurements, the typing of the
cartridges was narrowed to two possibilities: the 44 Smith & Wesson American or the 44
Colt (Barnes, 2000). Both cartridges were used by the U.S. government between 1871
and 1873, and are very similar to one another. The only difference is that the 44 Colt has
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a larger diameter and a longer case. The remaining cartridge, which is missing its
proximal end, was unidentifiable given the condition of the artifact.
Weapons were important to the soldiers for a number of reasons including
hunting. Hunting provided fresh meat that was a welcome change from the bland and
often times unappetizing canned food. When not engaged in scouting duties, soldiers took
advantage of their spare time to hunt deer, prairie chickens, and other wild game (French
diary, 1883). The recovery of several empty cartridges reflects the use of military-issued
rifles and revolvers needed for protection, skirmishes, scouting, and hunting.
Horse Equipment and Livestock Gear.

Animal shoes and horseshoe nails comprise the

collection of horse equipment and livestock gear recovered from the site. In all,
fragments of 13 animal shoes were collected. Of the 13, five are nearly complete while
the remaining eight are fragments. Distinguishing horse from mule shoes is difficult.
Both animals have similar hoof structures though the mule has a narrower hoof.
Therefore, the chief differences between the shoes of both animals are the narrowness
and lightness of the mule shoe in contrast to the horseshoe (Berge 1980). Nevertheless, in
many cases the shoes are so similar that it is not possible to make the distinction.
Measurements from the most complete specimens show three groupings based on the
width of the shoe. Taken from the widest portion of the shoes, three specimens measure
3.5 inches (9 cm), four measure 4-4.5 inches (approximately 10-12 cm), and three
measure 5.75 inches (14 cm). Possibly the more narrow shoes were used on mules while
the slightly larger shoes were used on horses. The largest shoe was undoubtedly used on a
larger animal such as a draft horse (Figure 42). All of the scouts had mounts and mules or
draft horses were needed to pull the heavy wagons that were used to transport supplies to
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the outpost. In fact, French cites the use of 12 mules for the journey from Fort Clark to
Camp Meyers in November of 1883.

	
  
Figure	
  42	
  Shoe	
  that	
  was	
  most	
  likely	
  used	
  on	
  a	
  draft	
  animal.

The shoes all post date the mid-19th century. Machine made horseshoes were
produced after 1835 when the first horseshoe making machine was patented in 1835 by
Henry Burden. Burden would later become the sole provider of horseshoes to the Union
Army during the Civil War (Uselding 1970). The animal shoes collected from the site are
machine made. The fullering, or the groove created near the edges of the shoe where the
nails are inserted, is an important characteristic to examine when trying to date animal
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shoes. Evidence for fullering has been found at sites that date to as early at the mid-17th
century (Noël Hume 1969). With the advancement of factory produced horseshoes,
however, fullerings became more uniform in shape as opposed to their pre-machine made
counterparts. Machine-made fullerings, for example, show cleanly cut channels with
sharp, pointed ends. The specimens with observable fullerings were all indicative of
machine-made shoes placing their production after 1835.
In cases where the fullering was corroded or not visible, examination of the
branches and calkins proved useful. The branches refer to the curving sides of the shoe
while the calkins are its downward-turned ends (Noël Hume 1969). Towards the end of
the 18th century, the heels are much wider apart in contrast to the earlier, more inwardly
curved specimens. In fact, many 19th century shoes are entirely U-shaped with no
incurve of the heels present (Noël Hume 1973). Calkins were added to horseshoes in the
1800’s to provide better traction. Despite the incomplete nature of many of the shoes, the
curvature of the branches and the presence of calkins all indicate that the shoes date, at
the earliest, to the mid 19th century. The branches are all U-shaped with only a few
possessing a slightly rounder U-shape.
Another diagnostic feature of the shoes is a toe clip. Toe clips were visible on the
three of the shoes while another fragment shows evidence of having a clip that is now
missing. The toe clip was introduced in the mid-19th century by H. Hallen, a veterinary
surgeon for the Inniskilling Dragoons, a cavalry regiment of the British Army (Noël
Hume 1969). Toe clips were used to secure the shoe to the hoof and prevent
displacement.
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A number of horse or mule shoe nails and nail fragments (25 in all) were
recovered from the site. The nails range in length from 26.3 mm to 60.9 mm and are all
machine-made. Horseshoe nails typically differ from construction nails in head forms.
The shoe nails from the site are countersunk with wedge-shaped heads. Horseshoes with
fullering are usually attached to the hoof using countersunk nails (Berge 1980) like those
seen at Camp Meyers.
Horses and draft animals were also evidenced in the form of horse and mule
shoes. Mules and draft horses were used for transporting supplies and each soldier needed
mounts for patrols and scouting expeditions.
Building and Construction Materials.

Nails, screws, nuts and bolts comprise the

sample of construction/building-related materials. Nails dominate the sample with a total
of 25 square cut nails and fragments (Figure 43), along with one additional wire nail. All
of the square nails are machine-cut. Machine-cut nails were introduced around 1835 and
are still produced today. The fact that the nail sample is dominated by square cut as
opposed to wire nails is significant. Wire nails were invented in France in the early to
mid nineteenth century although they were rare in the United States at this time. Wire
nails are not common until the late 1890s when they begin to outnumber cut nails on
historic sites by a significant margin (e.g, by 1895 wire nails outnumber cut nails 3 to 1).
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Figure	
  43	
  Sample	
  of	
  Square	
  Cut	
  nails	
  from	
  41TE9.

Nails are typically classified using a pennyweight system (Table 6) and are often
further subdivided by archaeologists based upon lengths and function. Using this system
of classification, the sample consists of one 4d nail, two 8d nails, three 10d nails, two 12d
nails, and one 20d nail present in the collection. The remaining 16 nails cannot be
classified due to their fragmented nature. One of the nails is a small construction or
finishing nail, eight are medium-sized nails for general purpose activities, while only one
nail is classified as a large construction nail (Sutton and Arkush, 2006).
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Table	
  6	
  Classification	
  of	
  Nails	
  (adapted	
  from	
  Sutton	
  and	
  Arkush	
  2006).	
  

Size

Pennyweight

1”

2d

1¼“

3d

1½“

4d

1¾“

5d

2”

6d

2¼“

7d

2½

8d

2¾“

9d

3”

10d

3¼“

12d

3½“

16d

4”

20d

4 ½”

30d

5”

40d

5 1/2 “

50d

6”

60d

Type

Function

Small construction nails

Used for the final
stages of carpentry

Medium construction nails

Large construction nails

General purpose

House framing,
fence construction
and similar
activities

One woodscrew and a bolt were also recovered (Figure 44). The woodscrew is 49
mm x 8.3 mm in size and is missing its head. The tread on the screw extends 29.7 mm
down the body from its tapered point. The bolt has a fine tread that extends from a flat
point, up the body for a length of 13.3 mm. The remaining part of the body is solid and
the head is missing. The bolt resembles what is known as an elevator bolt. Elevator bolts
have a wide countersunk head and a square neck. A square washer or nut, measuring 24.7
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mm x 24.7 mm was also found. The nut shown no signs of treads and has an opening of
13.1 mm.

	
  
Figure	
  44	
  Woodscrew	
  (top)	
  and	
  Elevator	
  screw	
  (bottom).

The last artifact in the construction category is a square head of a spike or bolt.
The head measures 30.1 mm x 27.9 mm, with a fragment of the body still visible. The
screw, nut and bolt, and spike/bolt head are too incomplete to allow for the assignment of
a reliable date range however it is likely that all of the items post date the 1850s when
nuts, bolts, and screws become more common.
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Miscellaneous and Unidentified Artifacts.

Several miscellaneous metal artifacts are

also a part of the sample taken from the site. These items include children’s toys, a
tobacco or snuff lid, various unidentified lids, clock parts, a snap clasp, and a flattened
metal pail. The rest of the collection consists of unidentifiable metal fragments and
portions of wire.
Two children’s toys that date to the 20th century were among the metal artifacts
collected. The toys consist of a 1930s style sedan and horse trailer (Figures 45 and 46
respectively) both of which are Wyandotte Toys that were produced by the All Metal
Products Company. The company was founded by William F. Schmidt and George
Stallings in 1920. In the 1930s the company switched from producing toy guns to selling
toy cars and trailers. The company eventually was unable to compete with wages, and
was liquidated in 1957 (Hoepf 2008).
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Figure	
  45	
  Wyandotte	
  toy	
  car.
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Figure	
  46	
  Wyandotte	
  toy	
  trailer.	
  

Four unidentified tin circular lids were also recovered. Only one of the lids has
markings which read “Copenhagen Satisfies” with the emblem “WC” in the center
(Figure 47). The style and caption on the lid is similar to snuff lids made in the early part
of the 20th century (FreshCope 2010). The Copenhagen tobacco company has a long
history of providing snuff in the United States. The company was first established in
1822 by George Weyman in Pennsylvania. The “WC” emblem, which stands for
Weyman’s Copenhagen, is still seen today on the company’s tobacco can lids. Over the
following decades, the success of the company grew and eventually ownership passed to
Weyman’s sons in 1865 (FreshCope 2010). In 1905 the Weymans’ company was
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acquired by the United States Tobacco Company, and later officially becomes the United
States Tobacco Company in 1922. Today, the company operates under the name “US
Smokeless Tobacco Co.” (US Smokeless Tobacco Co. 2010).

	
  
Figure	
  47	
  Copenhagen	
  Tobacco	
  lid.

The remaining lids are not as easily identifiable although the dimensions of each
may provide some clues to their original uses. Two of the specimens are removable or
slips lids similar to the snuff lid although both are slightly larger in diameter (75-76 mm).
Conceivably, the lids could have come from coffee, baking powder, cocoa, or tea, which
often came in tins with slip lids. Coffee, baking powder and cocoa tins were first
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introduced in the last quarter of the 19th century (Stradley 2010, The Hershey Company
2010) while tea tins or canisters may date as early as the later 18th century (Reilly 2009).
Finally, the remaining lid is a small cap that measures 13.1 mm in diameter. The
lid has no distinguishing characteristics other than its size. The lid lacks any interior
threads suggesting that it was not a screw-on cap. Possibly, the lid is from a kerosene can
or other fuel container.
Additional miscellaneous items include components from what appears to be a
clock mechanism as well as part of a snap clasp (Figures 48 and 49 respectively). The
clock mechanism has no identifying marks, but consists of a square frame with attached
cogs and wheels. The piece measures 62.8 mm x 56.8 mm and its date of manufacture is
unknown. The snap clasp is also incomplete and is missing part of its hook and spring
mechanism. Unfortunately, no identifying marks are noted on the clasp either.
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Figure	
  48	
  Clockwork	
  fragment.

	
  
Figure	
  49	
  Snap	
  clasp	
  fragment.
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A small metal pail or possible paint can is also part of the collection of
miscellaneous items (Figure 50). Despite being flattened, the construction of the pail is
still observable. The artifact was constructed from three pieces of metal soldered together
along its side, around the center of the body, and at its base. Moreover, a hinge for a
handle is still visible. Modern paint cans were introduced in 1906 however, the first
patent for a metal paint can was granted in 1868 (Berge 1980). Unfortunately, given the
condition of the can, it is difficult to determine if it was produced in either the late
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries.

	
  
Figure	
  50	
  Possible	
  flattened	
  bucket	
  or	
  paint	
  can.

The rest of the collection is comprised of segments of wire and unidentifiable
metal fragments. Three wire artifacts were collected, two of which were modified into
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small loops. The third piece consists of a large circle of twisted wire. The exact date and
function of the wire pieces are unknown. The remaining 22 metal objects and fragments
are also unidentifiable.
Glass Artifacts
Glass artifacts were collected from Areas 1-3. Only glass that was found in large
clusters or had diagnostic features was collected for the purposes of this study. Glass was
also recovered from three of the shovel tests placed in Features B1, C, and G1. In all,
more than 216 pieces of glass or 4.3 kg were recovered during the 2007-2009
investigations at the site. For a summary of glass artifacts collected see Tables 7-10.
When present or identifiable, diagnostic features of glass can potentially provide
information regarding the date of manufacture, type/function of the glass vessel and what
it once contained. Given that the collection is made up almost entirely of glass shards
with no complete vessels, it is extremely important to examine as many diagnostic
features as possible. Color, shape, and style of bottle neck, closures, bases and bodies,
signs of manufacturing techniques, and embossing were among the characteristics that
were assessed as a part of this analysis. Whenever possible, glass artifacts were identified
and dated using a variety of sources. Nearly all of the glass artifacts have enough
identifiable characteristics to place them into one of the four diagnostic categories listed
below although not every glass shard could be dated. Dates were largely derived from
embossing marks, noticeable manufacturing techniques, and finishing styles that have
known date ranges in which they were used or produced.
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Table	
  7	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  1.	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Beer bottle fragment

1843-1889

Medium amber color, “A
& D H C 4” on base,
representing Alexander
and David H Chambers
Company

Beer bottle fragment

1875-1890

Light amber color, base
with “L G…” possibly
Lindell Glass Co.

Beer bottle fragments

1882-1925

Dark amber color. One
base with “I…”; Illinois
Glass Co (1882-1911).
One base with “A Co.”
and another with “M”,
both likely Adolphus
Busch Glass Co. (18911925). Also 2 shards
show signs of being
worked.

Beer bottle fragment

1880-1881

Dark amber color, base
with “C V Co No 2
MILW”, Chase Valley
Glass Co.

Beer bottle neck

1870s-1890s

Export finish
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Table	
  8	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  1	
  dump	
  site.	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Beer bottle fragment

1879- 1907

Medium amber color,
base with “C & Co…6”,
Cunningham and
Company

Beer bottle fragment

1843-1889

Medium amber color,
base with a Maltese cross
and “H C”; Alexander
and David H Chambers

Beverage bottle fragment

Unknown

Olive green base

Medicine bottle fragments

1870s-1920s

Aqua color, neck
fragment has flat finish.
Body fragments suggest
rectangular body shape
seen in medicine bottles
between 1870-1920

Fruit or Canning Jar
fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua color

Beer bottle fragment

1875-1890

Light amber, base with
Maltese Cross and “L G
Co 5”; Lindell Glass
Company

Unknown

Unknown

Sun purple, base fragment
of a small, round jar

	
  
	
  
Table	
  9	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  2.	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Beer bottle fragments

1882-1886

Medium amber color,
base has “WISC G Co
MILW” embossed on
base

Beer bottle fragments

Unknown

Medium amber color
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Table	
  9	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  2	
  (continued).	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Beer bottle fragments

1859-1911

Medium amber color, one
base with “V Co No. 2”
and two bases with “A
MG Co 9”

Unknown type of vessel

1874-1886

Sun purple, base with “G
W”

Unknown type of vessel
fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua color

Glass stopper

1850-1930

Aqua color, glass stopper
“Lea and Perrin’s”, from
Worcestershire sauce
bottle

Beer bottle fragments

Unknown

Medium amber color, no
visible markings

Condiment or Food Jar
fragments

1840-1900

Aqua color, “3” on base.
Wide mouthed vessel
made by two-piece mold

Wine/Champagne bottle
fragments

1890-1915

Olive green color, dates
based on prevalence of
olive colored glass

Medicine bottle fragments

Mid 1870s-1920s

Sun purple, small
medicine bottle with
prescription finish

Food or Canning Jar
fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua color
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Table	
  10	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3.	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Possible Beverage
Container

Pre-1920

Aqua color, possible
beverage container

Beer bottle fragments

1875-1890

Medium amber color, one
base has Maltese Cross
and “M C G Co”

Beer bottle fragment

1870s-1890s

Light Amber color, neck
fragment has export finish

Unknown Vessel type

Unknown

Green color fragment

Unknown vessel type

Unknown

Green color fragment

Beer bottle fragment

1882-1886

Light amber color, base
with “I S G Co. 11 L W”;
Wisconsin Glass
Company

Unknown vessel type

Unknown

Flat glass fragment with
heavy patina

Cosmetic/Toiletry Jar

1870s-1950

Opaque White milk glass

Flavor Extract bottle
fragment

1884-1910

Sun purple color,
“PRIC…PECI…NG…EX
..” embossed; Dr. Price’s
Special Flavoring Extract

Beer bottle fragment

1882-1932

Medium amber color, base
“G Co”, possibly
Belleville Glass or Renton
Glass Company

Beer bottle fragment

1859-1911

Medium amber color, “A
M G…” on base;
Mississippi Glass
Company

Beer or Ale bottle
fragment

Unknown

Green color, neck
fragment with ring finish

Beer bottle fragment

1870s-1890s

Light amber color, neck
fragment with export
finish
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Table	
  10	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  (continued).	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Beverage bottle fragment

Unknown

Light green base

Medicine bottle fragments

Pre-1920

Sun purple color, base
suggests a small
rectangular bottle

Beer bottle fragment

1880s

Light to Medium Amber
color, base has Maltese
Cross

Fruit or Canning Jar
fragment

Pre-1920

Aqua colored lip
fragment of a wide
mouthed jar

Medicine bottle fragment

Pre-1920

Aqua colored base
fragment with “3”
embossed

Unknown vessel type

Unknown

Cobalt blue fragments

Noxema Jar fragment

1914-?

Cobalt Blue body
fragment

Possible medicine bottle
fragment

Unknown

Cobalt blue body, square
or rectangular bottle

Shampoo bottle

1930s-1940s

Clear color, nearly intact
bottle, missing base;
Marrow’s Mar-O-Oil

Possible bowl fragment

Mid 20th Century

Opaque White base,
“Platonite” embossed

Beer bottle fragment

1870s-1890s

Medium amber color,
neck fragment export
finish

Beer bottle fragments

1870s-1890s

Medium to dark amber, 1
base “C”; 1 base “G(?)
Co 3”, 1 base “G C”;
possibly Mississippi
Glass Company

Fruit or Canning Jar
fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua colored fragments
of a large vessel
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Table	
  10	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  (continued).	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Wine or Champagne
Bottle

Unknown

Green colored bottle
fragment with kick-up
base

Unknown Vessel type

Unknown

Sun purpled body
fragment

Beverage bottle

Unknown

Aqua colored neck and
base fragments

Beer bottle fragments

1870s-1890s

Medium to Light Amber
color, neck has export
finish

Beer bottle fragment

Unknown

Medium Amber colored
base

Beverage bottle

Unknown

Green colored base and
body fragments

Unknown Vessel Type

Unknown

Blue-Green colored body
fragments

Beverage bottle

Unknown

Green colored base and
body fragment

Unknown Vessel Type

Unknown

Clear with a purple tint
body fragments

Beer bottle fragments

Unknown

Medium Amber colored
body fragments

Beer bottle fragment

Unknown

Light Amber neck
fragment

Beer bottle fragments

1859-1911

Medium Amber color,
one base with “A M G C”
and another with Maltese
Cross and “M G Co 8”
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Table	
  10	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  (continued).	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Worcestershire Sauce
bottle fragments

1850s-1920

Aqua colored body and
base fragments. One
shard has “EA &…”
embossed; Lea & Perrin’s

Medicine bottle

Pre-1920

Aqua colored neck
fragment with flat finish
and square collar similar
to medicine bottles from
1870-1920

Beer bottle fragments

1840s-1890s

Amber color, neck has
export finish, base has
“A”; John Agnew Glass
company

Unknown Vessel Type

Unknown

Sun purpled body
fragments

Fruit or Canning Jar
fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua colored fragments
from a wide mouthed
vessel

Beer bottle fragments

Early 20th Century

Dark Amber color, no
mold seams, possibly
made using a cup mold

Beer bottle fragment

Unknown

Light Amber color body
fragment

Beverage bottle fragments

1840s-1920

Light Olive Green color,
neck fragment has blob
finish

Collection Area 3 Dump Site
Beverage bottle fragments

Pre-1920

Aqua color, machinemade with visible seam

Beverage bottle fragment

1840s-1910

Olive green neck
fragment with blob finish

Beverage bottle fragment

1870s-1890s

Green neck fragment with
export finish
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Table	
  10	
  Glass	
  artifacts	
  collected	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  dump	
  site	
  (continued).	
  

Item

Estimated Date(s)

Comments

Wine/Champagne bottle
base

1880s-1910

Olive green base with
deep kick-up

Beer bottle fragment

Unknown

Medium to Dark Amber
colored neck and base
fragments

Beer bottle fragment

Unknown

Light amber neck
fragment

Beverage bottle fragments

1910s

Green color, base has
valve mark from press
and blow machine

	
  
Minimum vessel counts (MVC) were also calculated for each collection area and
are based on the number and portion of the bottles present from each individual
provenience. Collection Area 3 had the highest MVC (N=58) while Collection Area 1
had the lowest (N=13). The glass from Camp Meyers falls into one of six categories,
Beverage Bottles, Fruit or Canning Jars, Condiment and Extract Jars, Medicinal Bottles,
Cosmetic Jars, and Other. Each category is more fully addressed in the following
discussion.
Beverage Bottles.

By far the most common type of bottle found at the site, glass from

beverage bottles comprises 64% of the sample. Further, the vast majority of beverage
bottles are beer bottles followed by soda or mineral water bottles and wine/champagne
bottles. Beer bottle glass was recovered from Collection Areas 1-3. Embossing on the
bases and the style of bottle finishes helped to date the bottles when present (Figure 51).
Bottle manufacturer’s initials provided information about the dates of production as well
as the location where the bottle was made. Particular styles of bottles finishes also reflect
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the time frame in which they were produced. For example, several of the bottle necks
have what are known as “export finishes” a style of closure popular on beer bottles from
1870-1890 (IMACS 1992). Moreover, all of the bottle glass is amber in color. Although
amber glass was produced in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, after 1920 lighter
shades of amber are less common. With the refining of glass chemistry and glass making
techniques, fewer variations in amber shades are seen and more standardized medium to
dark amber tones are produced (Lindsey 2010). The dark bottle glass was also believed to
preserve the freshness of the beer and filter out damaging sun rays (Polak 2007) Taken
together, these diagnostic features place the dates of production for the beer bottles
between 1843 and 1925, with over half dating before 1890.

	
  
Figure	
  51	
  Example	
  of	
  three	
  beer	
  bottle	
  bases	
  with	
  embossed	
  markings.
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The beer bottles were manufactured at a number of different factories across the
United States as indicated by the embossed markings located on the bases. The
Mississippi Glass Company out of St. Louis, Missouri produced at least six of the bottles
from the sample. The company (marked as M. G. CO on bottle bases) produced glass
from 1874 to about 1884 specialized in making export beer bottles. Other companies
noted include Alexander and David H. Chambers Glass, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, (A &
D H.C.), Lindell Glass, St. Louis, Missouri (L. G. CO), Chase Valley Glass, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin (C. V. G. CO), and Illinois Glass (I. G. CO) among others. All of these
companies made beer bottles for a number of different breweries that filled the bottles
before shipping them to various places across the United States. After the process of
pasteurization was applied to beer in the early 1870s, the beverage could be bottled and
transported over longer distances without the concern for spoilage (Lindsey 2010).
Bottles were also regularly recycled and re-used during the late 1800s.
Beer and tobacco were favorites among nineteenth century soldiers who often
bought these items from the post sutler. The sutlers were civilian traders who sold a
variety of goods including spirits. Sale of spirits ended in 1881 when President Garfield
issued an order outlawing liquor at army forts. The prohibition did not however, include
wine, beer or ale (Smith 1999). At more remote outposts like Camp Meyers, goods such
as tobacco and beer may have been brought in by traveling traders or perhaps purchased
from the nearby Anglo settlements. Sanderson and Dryden were both established in 1882
although settlers had arrived in the area earlier. Town founder, Charlie Wilson and Judge
Roy Bean both opened saloons in Sanderson where beer and other libations were
available.
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Portions of 10 unidentified beverage bottles are represented in the collection. No
embossed lettering is present on any of the bottles however a few diagnostic features
were observed. Bottle neck finishes, and base style for example, suggest that the bottles
date sometime between 1840 and 1920. A blob finish (1840-1920) and an export finish
(1870-1890) are noted on two of the bottle necks and one of the bases has a valve mark
caused by a press and blow machine. Most of the glass is green in color with the
exception of one aqua-colored bottle neck fragment. Although the use of aqua glass
declines after the 1920’s, aqua-colored glass continued to be used in soda bottles
throughout most of the 20th century (Lindsey 2010). In fact, several of the bottles may
have originally contained soda. All of the beverage glass is from thick, round bottles
characteristic of mineral water and soda bottles. The carbonated nature of soda required
thicker, round bottles to withstand the gaseous pressure and to survive the repeated rebottling and re-use common with soda bottles from the mid nineteenth to mid twentieth
centuries. The blob finish was also common on soda bottles dating to as early as the
1840s (Lindsey 2010).
Three wine/champagne bottles were identified in the sample. Ranging from green
to olive green in color, the bottles are distinguished by their large, round size and the
style of their bases. Like soda bottles, champagne had to be stored in heavy, round bottles
to maintain carbonation. Shades of olive green and olive amber were the most common
colors of glass used for wine and champagne bottles from the eighteenth through the mid
twentieth centuries (Lindsey 2010). Two of the bottles have deep kick-ups, or
indentations, on their bases. Pronounced kick-up bases are most common on wine and
champagne bottles and serve many functions. First, kick-ups can strengthen and stabilize
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the bottle, second, it provides a convenient way to turn and stack the bottles, and finally,
it can trap content sedimentation (Jones 1971; Lindsey 2010).
Fruit or Canning Jars.

A small sample of fruit or canning jars was recovered from the

site. In all, six jars were collected. All of the jars are round and made from aqua-colored
glass. Several of the vessels are wide-mouthed jars typical of canning vessels. Jars of this
type were mostly purchased for use in home canning (Lindsey 2010). The fragmentary
nature of the glass prevents exact dating although the aqua color suggests they pre-date
the 1920s. It is unlikely that the soldiers at Camp Meyers were using the canning jars
although it is possible that the jars belonged ranchers living on the property.
Condiment and Extract Jars.

During the nineteenth century, spices, flavorings, and

condiments were necessities. Any spice or condiment that enhanced the flavoring of food
would have been a welcome addition for the soldiers stationed at the remote location of
Camp Meyers. In addition to salt and pepper, evidence for other condiments and
flavorings include parts of two Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire sauce bottles and a portion
of a Dr. Price’s Special Flavoring Extract bottle. Lea and Perrin’s sauce was mostly used
for meats and is one of the most common sauce bottles found on nineteenth century sites
(Lindsey 2010). A glass stopper (Figure 52) and part of the body of a Lea & Perrin’s
bottle were found in two different areas of the sites (Collection Areas 2 and 3,
respectively).
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Figure	
  52	
  Lea	
  &	
  Perrin’s	
  glass	
  stopper.

Lea & Perrin’s started bottling their club sauce in the 1840s. Later, bottles
embossed with LEA & PERRINS vertically across the body and WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE horizontally along the shoulder were common from the 1850s to about 1920
(Lindsey 2010). Part of the company name, EA &, is embossed on the body fragment
helping top indentify it as a Lea & Perrin’s bottle. The glass stopper is also embossed
with the name LEA & PERRINS on the top of the artifact. Glass stoppers were often
combined with cork in order to create a tighter seal on bottles of club sauce. The shank of
the glass stopper was covered in a cork sheath that was then inserted into the mouth of
the bottle as one piece. Although no evidence of a cork sheath was found, the glass
stopper resembles other glass-cork stoppers that date to the last quarter of the nineteenth
century.
Dr. Price’s flavoring extract was manufactured by the Price Flavoring Extract Co.
in Chicago, Illinois beginning in 1874 (Leonard 1905). Part of the embossed company
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name and product (PRIC…PECI…NG…EX is visible on the glass body fragment. The
bottle is purple in color, although originally it was clear. The light purple tint of the glass
indicates that manganese dioxide was used to de-color the glass. Once exposed to
sunlight, the glass begins to turn lavender or purple depending on the quantity of
manganese present in the glass and the amount of ultraviolet light. Called sun-purpling,
this variety of glass was primarily produced before 1915 (Lindsey 2010). Flavoring
extracts came in a number of different flavors including fruit flavors, vanilla, and even
onion. Extracts like Price’s could be added to food as well as soda water to improve or
enhance the flavor (Lloyd 1892).
Medicinal Bottles.

Six medicine bottles are represented in the glass sample. None of

the bottles have evidence of embossing to indicate either the makers or the contents of the
vessels. Therefore, all of the bottles are distinguished by either their square to rectangular
shape or their necks with flat or prescription finishes. Three of the bottles are aqua in
color, two are sun-purpled, and one is cobalt blue. Flat and prescription finishes are
common of medicine bottles from the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries
(Lindsey 2010). Rectangular bottles were the most common shapes used by druggists
from 1870-1920. The small size and narrow necks of the vessel in contrast to that of the
beverage bottles also indicate their use as medicine bottles.
In Texas, medicinal remedies in the form of tonics and bitters, for example, were
consumed in copious amounts starting in the 1860s. Concoctions included Daly's
Aromatic Valley Whiskey for Medicinal Purposes, Old Sachem Bitters, and Wigwam
Tonic to name a few. Between the years of 1870-1900, general stores and druggists sold a
fortune’s worth of tonics and proprietary medicines (Burns 2009). When present, Army
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surgeons would attend the sick at forts although outposts like Camp Meyers did not
always have trained medical personnel on site. For example, in 1880 while the camp was
under the command of Capt. Heiner, the post return notes that no physician was present
as of October 1. On October 11, E. McCloon, an acting assistant surgeon arrived at
Meyers Spring followed by two other physicians who provided relief. The doctors rotated
duties at the outpost, each relieving the other before returning to Fort Clark. McCloon
was sent back to Fort Clark after suffering a severe illness just one month after his arrival
and was replaced by J. A. Wolf. Wolf, also listed as an acting assistant surgeon, was then
relieved by Moses Cooper, who remained until McCloon’s return in January of 1881.
French also makes mention of a camp physician, Dr. Buffington, who was stationed with
the men at Meyers Spring in 1883 and 1884. In addition to providing medical care,
Buffington was also a frequent companion of French’s. Doctors, it appears, were mostly
available at the outpost, although their presence was not constant. When absent, the
soldiers may have relied on tonics and other medicinal remedies in place of qualified
medical care until they were able to seek proper care at places such as Fort Clark or Fort
McKavett or until the camp doctor returned.
Cosmetic Jars.

Only three cosmetic-related vessels were collected from the site. All of

the vessels likely post-date the military occupation and include a fragment of a cream or
ointment jar made from milk glass, part of a cobalt blue Noxzema jar, and a Marrow’s
Mar-O-Oil shampoo bottle (Figure 53). Milk glass was most commonly used in cosmetic
and toiletry bottles from about 1870 to 1920 and ointment/cream jars from the 1890s to
the mid-20th century (Lindsey 2010). Noxzema began making their trademark cobalt
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blue jars in 1914 and Mar-O-Oil was made exclusively in clear bottles from the 1930s to
the 1940s.

Figure	
  53	
  Shampoo	
  bottle	
  manufactured	
  by	
  Marrow’s.

Other Glass.

Twelve fragments of glass could not be identified. In most cases, the

glass shards were either too small to identify or lacked the presence of diagnostic features
needed for identification. Interestingly, two fragments of what is likely beer bottle glass
show signs of intentional modification. Both fragments were purposely chipped along
their edges and perhaps represent unfinished tools or arrow points.
Ceramic Artifacts
All 38 ceramic sherds were collected from Areas 1-3 (Tables 11-13). The
majority of these artifacts are white glazed, refined earthenwares. Out of the 38 sherds,
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27 are ironstone, four are stonewares with an Albany slip, and seven are grey stoneware
sherds decorated with a blue salt-glaze.
Table	
  11	
  Ceramic	
  Artifacts	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  1	
  

Item
Rim fragment

Estimated Date(s)
-

Base fragment

-

Body fragment

-

4 Body fragments

Mid 19th century to early
20th century (less common
after 1910)

2 Rim fragments

-

5 Body fragments

-

Body Fragment

Comments
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze, possible bowl
fragment
Stoneware fragments,
with Albany slip on the
inside. Possibly crock
ware fragments
Grey, possibly saltglazed historic sherds,
possible bowl fragments.
Blue line decorations on
outside rim.
Grey, possibly saltglazed historic sherds.
Blue decorations on both
inner and outer surfaces.
Possible bowl fragment.

Collection Area 1 Dump Site
1840-1930
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze

Table	
  12	
  Ceramic	
  Artifacts	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  2	
  

Item
2 Body fragments

Estimated Date(s)
1840-1930

2 Rim fragments

1840-1930

1 Rim fragment

1840-1930
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Table	
  13	
  Ceramic	
  Artifacts	
  from	
  Collection	
  Area	
  3	
  

Item
11 Rim fragments

Estimated Date(s)
1840-1930

1 Rim fragment

1840-1930

2 Base fragments

1840-1930

5 Body fragments

1840-1930

Comments
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze.
5 Possible jar fragments
1 Possible plate or platter
fragment
Ironstone with clear,
blue-ish tinted lead
glaze, and possible
wheat design along edge.
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze
1 Possible platter or plate
fragment
Ironstone with clear lead
glaze

From the Ironstone fragments, 15 sherds are rim fragments, nine are from the
vessels’ bodies, and three are base fragments. The majority of the ironstone recovered
came from Collection Area 3. Ironstone is known as refined earthenware recognized by
its durability, clear lead glazes (which can sometimes have a bluish tint), and occasional
crazing on the surface. All of the ironstone sherds in the collection demonstrate these
characteristics (Figure 54). The production of ironstone ceramics dates from 1840-1930
and consists of basins, bowls, plates, platters and tureens (FLMNH Digital Type
Collection 2010). The abundance of Ironstone fragments found at the site bears further
mentioning. Because of its durability, Ironstone was often favored by the US military
during the 19th century due to its robustness (Berge 1980). Therefore, it is not
unreasonable to associate these Ironstone fragments with the military occupation at Camp
Meyers during the late 19th century.
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Figure	
  54	
  Sample	
  of	
  Irostone	
  ceramic	
  fragments	
  from	
  41TE9.

The stoneware sherds with the Albany slip are chocolate brown in color on the
inside surface, while the outer surface is grey (Figure 55). The slip is produced by mixing
natural brown clays with watery slurry into which the vessel was then dipped. Albanyslipped stonewares were popular in the Mid-west during the 19th century, but production
declined after 1910 (Stelle 2010).
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Figure	
  55	
  Albany	
  slipped	
  stoneware	
  from	
  41TE9.

The grey stoneware sherds with the salt-glaze sherds could not be identified
beyond their surface treatment. All seven sherds appear to be from the same vessel
(Figure 56). The decorations on both outside and inside surfaces suggest that the item
was either a bowl or a cup. Like the rest of the ceramic collection, stonewares are refined
earthenwares fired at high temperatures.
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Figure	
  56	
  Decorated	
  stoneware	
  from	
  Camp	
  Meyers	
  Spring	
  (41TE9).

Lithics
Only a few lithic artifacts were recovered from the surface of the site. In all, three
lithics were collected from Area 4 (Figure 57). All of the lithics are bifacial, chert tools.
Cortex is present on two of the specimens and all three exhibit evidence of wear. In
addition, the base of a projectile point, chert debitage, and a biface were also recovered
from the shovel tests conducted in Features A, B1, D, and X. The dart base resembles a
Val Verde point with an expanding stem. Val Verde points are common in the Lower
Pecos and lower Rio Grande regions and date to the Middle Archaic (ca. 2500 B.C. -1000
B.C.) (Turner and Hester 1999).
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Figure	
  57	
  Lithics	
  collected	
  from	
  Area	
  4	
  of	
  campsite.

Artifacts collected from Canyon Area
Metal.

A total of five gun cartridges were collected from the canyon area. The first has

a headstamp that reads “R-P 243 Win”. This cartridge was produced by Remington, and
was first introduced in 1940 to be used with Winchester Rifles for sporting purposes
(Barnes 2000) (Figure 58).
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Figure	
  58	
  Remington	
  Winchester	
  Rifle	
  cartridge.

The other four cartridges (Figure 59) resemble 5mm Remington Rimfire Magnum
cartridges, first introduce in 1970 and currently obsolete (Barnes 2000). These four
cartridges were manufactured by different companies, with headstamps that read “Rem”,
“H U Speed”, and a “V” inside a triangle. The cartridge with the “Rem” headstamp is
manufactured by the Remington Arms Company (Barnes 2000). The Remington
Company, though in existence since 1828, did not begin manufacturing under the
“Remington Arms Company” name until 1888 (Remington Arms Company 2010). The
“H U Speed” cartridge is made by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company and dates from
1890 to the present (Berge 1980). The remaining headstamp of “V” inside of a triangle
was unidentifiable.
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Figure	
  59	
  5mm	
  Rimfire	
  Cartridges	
  collected	
  at	
  Meyers	
  Canyon.

One tobacco lid, produced by the United States Tobacco Company was recovered
(Figure 60). This company was bought by the Weyman Company in 1921, which dates
the lid as no earlier than that year (US Smokeless Tobacco Company 2010).
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Figure	
  60	
  US	
  Tobacco	
  lid.

In addition to the tobacco lid, a baking powder lid was also collected. In
comparison to the lids found at the campsite, the lid recovered from the canyon is fairly
large. Partial markings on the lid read “…ABBE…Baking Powder.” Made in Indiana,
Clabber Girl Baking Powder was first introduced in 1899 and is still made today (Clabber
Girl Co. 2010).
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Chapter V
Conclusions
Three main goals were established for the investigations at 41TE9. The first goal
was to relocate and record historic features within the project area. The second goal was
to evaluate the condition of the site and determine degree of deterioration since the last
time the area was recorded by McClurken and Jackson. The third goal was to provide a
fuller picture of military life on the frontiers of Texas.
Goal #1: Relocation and recording of historic features
Archaeological investigations included a survey of Camp Meyers and a
reconnaissance of the area containing a number of historic features near the pictograph
site. When McClurken visited the area in 1966, he recorded the presence of 18 features
including several rectangular stone alignments, teepee rings, possible cisterns, a dump, an
oven, and a large structure with a fireplace. In 1971, Jackson makes note of 17 features
including two masonry structures, four square structures of unknown construction, two
possible cisterns, a historic dump, three adobe structures, and an oven. Several of the
features were unrecognizable bearing no resemblance to the descriptions provided by
McClurken. Natural processes such as erosion and vegetation growth have significantly
contributed to the deteriorating condition of the ruins. Nevertheless, all but five of
McClurken’s features were definitively located during the current investigations.
Additionally, a second dump area and a newly discovered structure, Feature X, were
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identified for the first time during the 2007 survey. Five of the features, including G1,
G2, H1, K, and I were more difficult to locate and Feature H2 was never found.
Goal #2: Evaluation of site condition and deterioration
Though most of McClurken’s features were re-located, all showed signs of further
deterioration. With the exception of Feature A, few of the structures maintained the more
definitive shapes noted on the 1966 map (Table 14). The existing features consist
primarily of rubble and widely scattered wall fall with little or no definitive alignments.
Since the outpost was not meant to serve as a permanent military site, the structures
themselves were not built for long-term use, therefore increasing the rate of collapse.
Furthermore, much of the site has little or no soil deposition exposing the existing
artifacts to the elements. In addition to this, the site has been subjected to looting over the
years, resulting in the removal of diagnostic material. This looting thus forces current
archaeological interpretation to be severely limited.
When comparing the results of the 2007-2009 investigations with those of
McClurken and Jackson, the conclusion drawn is that the features are deteriorating at a
rapid rate. As stated earlier, very few of the features maintain the same outline as
observed by McClurken in 1966. Both McClurken (1966) and Jackson (1971) describe
the feature with more definitive characteristics than what can currently be seen. For
example, both researchers state that several of the structures had slab floors, corner
hearths, and distinct outlines. If one were to visit the site today, she would see that few to
all of these components no longer exist.
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Table	
  14	
  Conditions	
  of	
  the	
  Historic	
  Features	
  at	
  Camp	
  Meyers	
  (adapted	
  from	
  Walter	
  and	
  
Johnson	
  2010).	
  

Measurements

Features

Description

Structure
A
(Stone
House)

Chimney

McClurken
1966

Jackson 1971

Texas Tech
2007-2009

27’ x 18’

20’ x 45’

15 m x 8 m

(8.2 m x 5.5 m)

(6 m x 13 m)

6’ long

No
measurements
provided

1mx2m

2.5 m x 3 m

(1.8 m x 2.7 m)

No
measurements
provided

15’ x 20 ‘

15’ x 24’

4.2 m x 5.8 m

(4.5 m x 6 m)

(4.5 m x 7.3 m)

16’ x16’

12’ x 18’

(4.8 m x 4.8 m)

(3.6 m x 5.5 m)

9’ x 12’

17.5 m long

(2.7 m x 3.6 m)

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

6mx7m

(1.8 m)

Alcove

B1

B2

C

D

Rectangular
Stone
Foundation

Rectangular
Stone
Foundation
Concentration
of Rubble
Rubble and
Partial Wall
Foundations

6’ x 9’
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Table	
  14	
  Conditions	
  of	
  the	
  Historic	
  Features	
  at	
  Camp	
  Meyers	
  (continued).	
  

Measurements

Features

E

F1

F2

G1

G2

H1

I

J

K

Description

McClurken
1966

Jackson 1971

Texas Tech
2007-2009

Circular
Stone
Alignment
and Rubble

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

6mx7m

Square Stone
Alignment

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

6mx6m

Partial Stone
Foundation

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

2.3 m x 1.25 m

Concentration
of Rubble

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

Small Gravel
Mound

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

Approximately
1 m in
diameter

Concentration
of Rubble

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

3.5 m diameter

Square
Outline of
Stone

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

4.25 m x 2.3 m

No
measurements
provided

5 m x 4.25 m

Square Stone
Alignment
Wikiup Rings
north of
Camp Meyers

9’ x 9’
(2.7 m x 2.7m)
No
measurements
provided
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Table	
  14	
  Conditions	
  of	
  the	
  Historic	
  Features	
  at	
  Camp	
  Meyers	
  (continued).	
  

Measurements

Features

Description

X

Square to
Rectangular
Alignment of
Stone

Z

Rectangular
Outline of
Stone with
Partial Walls

Historic
Dump 1

Located to
east of
Feature A

Historic
Dump 2

Located
northwest of
Feature A

McClurken
1966

Jackson 1971

Texas Tech
2007-2009

Not recorded

Not recorded

3. 5 m x 2.25
m

No
measurements
provided

Not recorded

7.54 m x 4.48
m

Not recorded

100 m x 80 m

Not recorded

150 m x 50 m

50 x 50 yards

No
measurements
provided

Two areas of the campsite must also be considered when examining the
deterioration of the campsite, that of the two historic dump sites. Based on analysis of
artifacts collected from here, it is obvious that human have been discarding their trash
well into the 1930’s. Given that fact, the lack of diagnostic artifacts from the dump sites
can suggest the prevalence of artifact hunters in the area, thus limiting the data available
for analysis and interpretation.
The historic features near the rockshelter in Meyers Canyon, and the rockshelter
itself were also examined and assessed (Table 15). Of the six features studied, the
reservoir built by Bullis in 1901 is in the best condition. This limestone and mortar tank
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still collects water from the spring and shows little deterioration. Measurements taken of
the reservoir match those provided by McClurken (THC site files). The nearby corral and
paddock area, however, were not mentioned by McClurken, while Jackson made a brief
mention of the feature. During the 2007-2009 investigations, this feature contained
portions of a concrete floor and intact barbed wire and wooden picket fences.
Encroaching vegetation of cacti and desert scrub are slowly overtaking the area.
Table	
  15	
  Conditions	
  of	
  Historic	
  Features	
  near	
  Meyers	
  Spring	
  Canyon	
  (Walter	
  and	
  Johnson	
  
2010)	
  

Measurements
Feature

Description

McClurken
1966

Jackson 1971

Texas Tech
2007-2009

Reservoir

Limestone
Masonry Tank

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

Front of tank:
17.18 m
Back of tank:
25.27 m
NE Wall: 7.70
m
SW Wall: 6.74
m

Corral and
Paddock

Concrete pad
with barbed
wire and
wooden picket
fence

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

Approximately
40 m x 40 m

Watering
Trough 1

Limestone
trough

Not recorded

No
measurements
provided

1.37 m x 0.66
m x 0.46 m

Watering
Trough 2

Concrete
trough

Not recorded

Not recorded

4.42 m x 0.94
m x 0.47 m

Solution
Cavity

Limestone
cavity stone
retaining wall

Not recorded

Not recorded

1.75 m in
diameter
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Table	
  15	
  Conditions	
  of	
  Historic	
  Features	
  near	
  Meyers	
  Spring	
  Canyon	
  (continued).	
  

Measurements
Feature

Description

McClurken
1966

Jackson 1971

Texas Tech
2007-2009

Limestone
Quarry

Located to the
west and
northwest of
the corral and
paddock

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

Approximately
200 m x 400 m
including
scattered
quarry debris

Railroad Tie
Dam

Railroad ties
reinforced with
concrete-filled
metal pipes

Not recorded

Not recorded

Incomplete

Concrete
Dam

Located to the
north of the
reservoir

No
measurements
provided

No
measurements
provided

Approximately
1.2 m x 1.5 m
x 30 m

The two water troughs observed during my investigations show that they are no
longer in use. The limestone trough, observed by McClurken, is mostly intact, though
shows signs of deterioration, as exampled by cracks in its surface. The second trough
shows to be more substantial, though its base is also showing the effects of time and
erosion. Like the corral and paddock area, surrounding vegetation endangers these
troughs.
Neither McClurken nor Jackson recorded the solution cavity located in the
canyon. Though the originally height of the retaining wall is unknown, the stacked
limestone blocks can still be seen surrounding the opening of this feature. Natural events
such as rainfall, flash floods, and vegetation are the main threats to the structure of the
retaining wall.
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The stones used in the solution cavity’s wall most likely came from the nearby
limestone quarry. This quarry covers a large area of the canyon. McClurken showed that
the quarry was approximately northwest of the corral, however it was observed during
my investigations that quarry debris can be found directly to the west. Due to heavy
vegetation, the extent of the debris can be difficult to determine, and obstructs much of
this feature.
The two dams found in Meyers Canyon are one made from railroad ties and
another constructed from concrete. The railroad tie dam was possibly built in the 20th
century, while the concrete dam may have been built by Bullis (possibly around the same
time as the reservoir). The railroad dam shows damage from heavy flooding. Metal pipes
filled with concrete were used to brace the wall, but have since been bent away from the
dam. Railroad ties are misplaced around the area. The concrete dam shows sign of
erosion through various cracks. Vegetation is growing through these cracks, thus posing a
threat to the feature’s preservation. This dam still serves its function of pooling water at
the base of the shelter, which in itself threatens the preservation of the graffiti and rock
art found there.
The pictograph shelter is prone to flooding and, in the past, vandalism. For over a
hundred years people have scrawled their names across the shelter, damaging the earlier
pictographs and, ironically, simultaneously adding to the site’s history. Exposure to direct
sunlight and water, however, has faded some of the graffiti, and in some cases, the text is
completely illegible. For a detailed discussion on the rock art and the shelter, please
consult Reeda Peel’s account in the report on the prehistoric investigations of the project
area (in Houk 2009).
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Goal #3: 19th Century Military Life on the Texas Frontier
Life on the Texas frontier after the Civil War proved to be full of danger. At first,
the union officers believed that reports of Indian raids were Texans attempts to force the
soldiers out of the U.S. interior. It was not until the beginning of the 1870s that the US
Government took the threats of Indian hostility more seriously (Wooster 1987). In order
to patrol the frontier for possible Indian or bandit raids, a series of outposts had to be
established between Texas forts. These outposts had to be primarily located where a
reliable source of water was, in addition to having game and foraging in the vicinity
(Wooster 1987). To provide some comfort, outposts were quickly, and hastily built,
giving the bare essentials in comfort (Glasrud and Searles 2007; Guffee 1976).
Daily routines at camp included inspections, standing guard, and police details,
and fatigue duties such as construction, gathering game, wood, or water which many
soldiers hated (Adams 2009; Schubert 1997). In addition to these tasks, soldiers also had
to partake in cleanup operations, patrols, and quelling of any possible incursions after
1880 (Wooster 1987). Adding to the annoyance of these daily jobs was the potential for
superior officers to continue class and racial discrimination among their men. In the
nineteenth century, at military forts, officers were more expected to act as supervisors
over the enlisted men carrying out the actual work. It was a rare occurrence, if there ever
was one, for an officer to participate in the actual labor, and as Adams (2009:60) explains
“[i]n a sense, officers used contemporary military customs and beliefs to re-create a form
of aristocracy on the frontier, with enlisted men serving as their retainers.”.
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The enlisted soldier often suffered more financially than his officer counterpart.
Often, in order to balance a diet of rations, consisting of salted pork, hard tack, and
coffee, fruits and vegetables had to be purchased from the soldier’s own pocket. Also,
should any clothing be needed or repaired, the cost and burden once again fell to him
(Adams 2009). This was often quite troublesome for the men, due to the fact that often
paymasters infrequently appeared at post. Sutlers at establishment posts looked forward
to soldier clientele, for the owners were more than willing to extend credit to the men at
high interest to ensure a nice profit for their business. It was not uncommon, therefore,
for soldiers to pool their money together in order to purchase fresh food items, which
could then be shared.
Daily rations given to a soldier during the nineteenth century would consist of 20
ounces of beef, 12 ounces of bacon, 18 ounces of soft bread, 2.4 ounces of beans, 2.4
ounces of sugar, 0.6 ounces of salt, and 1.28 ounces of coffee (Coffman 1986). Needless
to say, these amounts are insufficient for meeting a person’s nutritional needs. Scurvy
and other nutritional deficiencies were a common concern for soldiers on the frontier,
until the development of canned tomatoes in the late 1880s (Rickey 1963). Congress did
not increase rations until 1890, when they increased the amount of bread given and added
a pound of vegetables to the daily requirement. As for the quality of the food given, the
meat could contain worms, flour may have had feces into, and weevil infested cereals
were not uncommon (Adams 2009). Meals, in general, were miserably cooked from
rations and could be described as something “that a hog would not eat if he were
starving.” (Adams 2009; Coffman 1986:341). While mule wagons typically carried
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rations for long marchers, soldiers were still expected to carry at least one day’s worth of
food (Rickey 1963).
Because of mismanagement and unrealistic expectations from the government,
soldiers not only had to pay for their own food, but clothing as well. Soldiers were issued
uniforms of various sizes, and it was up to the new owner to pay for tailoring expenses
(Coffman 1986). For meeting harsh environmental conditions of southwest Texas, straw
hats were favored more than cork helmets and cotton uniforms were in less regard than
informal apparel on the frontier (Utley 1973).
Though specific documents detailing the provisions provided for Camp Meyers
were not found, general information can be garnered from supply requests and
quartermaster files for Fort Clark found at the Dolph Briscoe Center for American
History. These records show that provisions requested for the military units stationed
there, and since the men garrisoned at Camp Meyers were reporting to and supplied by
Fort Clark, it is not unreasonable to assume that some of these items were used at the site.
In the quartermaster’s request forms, food supplies ranged from salted meats such as
bacon or beef, baking powder, sardines, “Chow-Chow”, canned peaches, tomatoes,
beans, and other fruits and vegetables. In addition to food items, the quartermaster also
requested equipment such has horseshoes, horseshoe nails, ink, rulers, paper, stable forks,
pencils, blotting paper, envelopes, and globe lanterns (Quimby Papers, Dolph Briscoe
Center for American History). Many of the same items were likely sent to Camp Meyers
and the requests reflect the kinds of supplies deemed necessary for the operation of an
outpost like Meyers Spring (though, as mentioned earlier, fruits and vegetables were most
likely purchased from the commissary, out of pocket).
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The investigation conducted at the outpost and the archival research reveals life at
a military outpost as one filled with isolation, boredom, and sometimes loneliness. In
French’s diary, the lieutenant delights at receiving letters from loved ones. For those that
could read, beyond being able to sign their names, letters from home surely helped with
feelings of homesickness and brought comfort. In addition to letters, the chance to hunt
fresh meat provided not only a nutritional supplement but also a welcomed pastime from
day to day camp duties (Utley 1973). Games or music of some sort may have also been a
favored way to spend leisure time. For example, French’s diary mentions often in passing
spending his free hours practicing the violin or playing cards with gentlemen, such as the
camp doctor.
A well-documented favorite pastime by enlisted men was drinking and can be
seen at many military installations (Rickey 1963; Wooster 2006). The archaeological
record clearly reflects drinking activities, particularly in the form of beer bottles, which
dominate the glass collection. Beer and other alcoholic beverages were probably bought
in Dryden or Sanderson or at Thurston when supplies were brought in to the rail stop.
French frequently complains about the drunkenness of his troops, a common problem
experienced at Fort Clark (French diary 1883).
After the railroads made their way to the area in the 1880s, provisions from places
such as San Antonio could be ordered or purchased at the Thurston rail stop outside of
Dryden. Vegetables and yeast bread were among the supplies procured from railroad
shipments from outside the area. Additional military rations were also brought into
Dryden for the men stationed at the camp (French diary 1883). Cans and lids that litter
the surface of the site and the dump areas reflect the use of military rations such as
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canned meat, canned fruit and vegetables, and baking powder for use in biscuits. A camp
cook prepared meals of the company who ate in a dining tent. Officially appointed cooks
were detailed for 10 days at a time, and received no extra compensation for their work for
a disrespected job (Coffman 1986). Officers, such as, French, often ate in their own
quarters and dined with civilians, such as the camp surgeon (French diary 1883). Fresh
water for cooking, drinking, and bathing was available at the nearby spring where a tank
was constructed to hold water.
Most of the troops camped in tents as indicated in historical documents and the
archaeological record. French (1883) makes reference to his own tent as well as those of
his men and several of the stone concentrations noted during the survey are probably the
remains of tent supports. Jacal structures were perhaps also constructed for use as camp
buildings although no archaeological evidence of their existence was found. Although not
garrisoned at the camp, other troops made their way through the area and probably
camped at the outpost. For example, Buffalo Soldier troops from the 10th Cavalry who
etched their names into the walls of the shelter at Meyers Spring conducted scouting
expeditions in the region and no doubt made use of the camp.
Although a camp doctor or surgeon usually accompanied the troops,
archaeological evidence for the use of tonics and cure-alls was also noted. The so-called
medicinal remedies promised to cure everything from nervous disorders to dyspepsia and
were enormously popular in the nineteenth century. Common ailments for the Texas
Frontier soldier included gastrointestinal ailments, fever, and wounds and injuries
sustained during skirmishes or other engagements while scouting (TSHA Online 2010).
No doubt, the camp doctor dealt with all of these afflictions.
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As Anglo settlers continued to move westward into untamed territory, the U.S.
government was forced to face the issue of the frontier’s Native inhabitants. Through a
system of outposts and forts, and a regular regiment of patrols and scouting missions, the
U.S. military pacified the west Texas frontier and encouraged the settlement of the land.
With the expansion of the railway and the military pacification of west, land prospectors
and ranchers quickly made their way to the newly settled territories. This trend is also
reflected at the site of Camp Meyers where employees of the Pecos Land and Cattle
Company, specifically Lougee, established company headquarters outside of Dryden and
built a house next to the military outpost. Subsequently, other ranchers also made their
way to Meyers Spring, leasing the land from Bullis who built a corral, windmill, and
reservoir at the beginning of the twentieth century.
41TE9 is a microcosm of 19th century Texas. It encapsulates the use of U.S.
military for pacification, the growth of ranching, and the development of the railroad
industry. The outpost of Camp Meyers was one of many employed by the military to
scout and patrol the Wild West, ensuring the protection and expansion of settlements.
This, in turn, gave way to the growth of the ranching industry in Texas, supported by the
development of railroads in the area. These three elements, so important to the history of
the U. S. and Texas, are all represented at this site. Over time, the site will fade into the
natural landscape, but the memories, deeds, and acts of the men who were once there
shall be remembered through the documentation and reporting of Meyers Spring.
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